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Sparse representation with learning-based overcomplete dictionaries has recently
achieved impressive results in signal representation and outperforms traditional
methods in tasks such as signal denosing and image inpainting. Inference algorithms
also benefit from sparse representation because of its effectiveness in removing data
corruption such as dense noise and partial occlusion and the ability to model the
high-level factors underlying the data. The representation, also known as feature
extraction has contributed to machine learning algorithms with good performance.
In this thesis, the problem of combining sparse representation-based methods
and discrimination-based methods in inference tasks to gain benefit from both types
of approaches has been studied. Specifically, three algorithms were developed to
address problems in three different applications. Sparse representation was firstly
employed as an interpretable method to model pathological human gait in order
to help diagnosis. The used sparse representation algorithms simultaneously train
linear classifiers during the representation process. Then the problem of inter-class
coherence in multi-class data is addressed to encourage classes to be sparsely rep-
resented in a more discriminative way. A framework was proposed to separate the
representative and discriminative components though sparse representation to en-
large the disparity of learned class models. Finally, support vector machine and a
special form of sparse representation, the archetype analysis, is combined in a la-
tent model with temporal constraints to extract ordinal key poses from 3D skeleton
videos for action recognition. Experiments using well-known datasets were designed
to evaluate the proposed algorithms and demonstrate their effectiveness.
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[Da,Db] This matrix is formed by both blocks Da and Db of D.
α, ω, . . . The bold Greek characters are used as vectors with the normal Greek
characters as elements.
D The bold letters in the capital case represent a matrix. If not otherwise
specified, D in this thesis refers to the dictionary used in sparse representation
with columns as atoms.
Di This matrix includes a certain block of D, indexed by i.
D¬i This matrix includes all the columns of D except for the ith column.
x A single vectors is represented as a bold character in its lower-case.
xDij This matrix corresponds to jth vector in X with only elements corresponds
to columns in the section Di of D.
X If not otherwise specified, X, in this thesis represents sparse codes of signals
as columns of this matrix.
Xj This matrix includes a certain block of X, indexed by j.
Y If not otherwise specified, Y, in this thesis represents data samples or signals
as columns of this matrix. One sample in Y can be referred to as yj.




〈y,x〉 The opertation calculating the inner product of the two vectors.
‖x‖F The Frobenius norm defined for matrices.
‖x‖p The lp vector norm following general definition for vector norms in mathe-
matics.
C The label space includes all available label in the dataset Y with the cardi-
nality |C|
Y An N -dimensional, non-empty vector space Y .
⊗ The operation to calculate the outer product of two operands.
{xj}bj=a One set of vectors indexed by the variable j ranging from a to b.
f(·), g(·), . . . Functions describe certain mappings.
N, n Solitary letters represent the number of samples in a dataset, elements in a
vector, or rows/columns in a matrix etc.
xij A scalar refers to the ith element of the jth vector in a set {xj}bj=a.
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Data representation, also referred to as feature extraction, has proved to be effective
in increasing performance of machine learning algorithms. By representing data
given in an original domain, in a new feature domain, one could suppress noise,
achieve certain invariance, constrain inter-class scattering, etc. When it is properly
formulated, such representation captures the explanatory factors underlying data
variations and constitute an effective input to learning and prediction algorithms [7].
Sparse representation is one of the many representation-learning methods in
which the data samples are encoded by coefficient vectors (or sparse codes) having
limited number of non-zero elements. The sparse code is able to capture high-level
variations underlying the data [8] and in recent years have seen successful applica-
tions in image representation such as inpainting [9], denoising [10] and classification
tasks [11, 12].
In signal classification, compared to discriminative methods, the representative
methods such as principal component analysis (PCA) are more robust to noise,
occlusions and missing data but are weak in capturing discriminative information
among classes [13]. The representation-based inference algorithms generally share
coherent information among models of different signal classes, which contributes
to the unsatisfactory performance. Many discriminative criteria and methods have
1
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2
been adopted in sparse representation to address this issue and have achieved promis-
ing performance, including efforts made to combine the power of discrimination and
representation in order to incorporate class discrimination [14, 11, 15], suppress
inter-class coherence [16], extract representative components [17], etc.
1.2 Contributions
This thesis addresses specific problems in applying sparse representation over various
applications. Novel models and frameworks have been proposed with the following
contributions to corresponding fields of study.
• A framework to identify pathological gait cycles with interpretable represen-
tation model has been proposed with a case study in detecting Parkinson’s
disease. Two new preprocessing methods on segmenting electronic waveform
recording human gait have been proposed, namely the gait event-based and
sliding-window-based methods. One conference paper based on this work has
been published, i.e. No.2 in Section 1.3.1.
• A clearer and principled definition of class-shared and class-specific informa-
tion among classes has been rigorously formulated. This work informs the
publication No.1 in Section 1.3.1.
• From a classification perspective, the workflow of learning dictionaries for clas-
sification has been reformulated by using unsupervised sparse coding and in-
troducing pattern to sparse codes. We publish this workflow in No.1 in Sec-
tion 1.3.1.
• Based on the proposed new definitions and workflows, a combined algorithm
comprising both discriminative and representative constraints is developed,
which separately represents the components shared by multiple classes with a
common dictionary and discriminative components of individual classes with
class-specific dictionaries to capture discrimination among different classes.
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The two manuscripts which apply the new definitions and workflows have
been listed in Section 1.3.2. This contribution also informs the publication
No.5 in Section 1.3.1.
• A new discriminative and representative model for human action recognition
incorporating a temporal framework with new definitions of key poses. The
framework forms the basis of the proposed method in the two manuscripts
listed in Section 1.3.2.
1.3 Publications
1.3.1 Published papers
1. Yuyao Zhang, Philip O. Ogunbona, Wanqing Li, Gordon G. Wallace: Learn-
ing structured dictionary based on inter-class similarity and representative
margins. Proc. IEEE Conf. Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing, pp.
2399-2403, 2016
2. Yuyao Zhang, Philip Ogunbona, Wanqing Li, Bridget Munro, Gordon G. Wal-
lace: Pathological Gait Detection of Parkinson’s Disease Using Sparse Rep-
resentation. Proc. Int’l Conf. Digital Image Computing: Techniques and
Applications, pp. 1-8, 2013
3. Pichao Wang, Wanqing Li, Zhimin Gao, Yuyao Zhang, Chang Tang, Philip
Ogunbona: Scene Flow to Action Map: A New Representation for RGB-D
Based Action Recognition with Convolutional Neural Networks. Proc. IEEE
Conf. Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, pp. 416-425, 2017
4. Pichao Wang, Wanqing Li, Song Liu, Yuyao Zhang, Zhimin Gao, Philip Ogun-
bona: Large-scale Continuous Gesture Recognition Using Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks. Proc. Int’l Conf. Pattern Recognition, pp. 13-18, 2016.
5. Lijuan Zhou, Wanqing Li, Yuyao Zhang, Philip Ogunbona, Duc Thanh Nguyen,
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Hanling Zhang: Discriminative Key Pose Extraction Using Extended LC-
KSVD for Action Recognition. Proc. Int’l Conf. Digital Image Computing:
Techniques and Applications, pp. 1-8, 2014.
1.3.2 Manuscripts under preparation
1. Yuyao Zhang, Philip O. Ogunbona, Wanqing Li, Gordon G. Wallace: Learn-
ing Structured Dictionary via Maximising Inter-class Representation Discrep-
ancy (under preparation, to be submitted to IEEE Transactions on Signal
Processing)
2. Yuyao Zhang, Philip O. Ogunbona, Wanqing Li, Gordon G. Wallace: Ordinal
Key Poses-Based Human Action Recognition using 3D Skeletons (under prepa-
ration, to be submitted to an upcoming conference and an extended version
to be submitted to Pattern Recognition)
1.4 Organisation of the thesis
In this thesis we study sparse representation and address some specific problems
encountered when applying sparse representation in pathological gait detection, data
commonality separation and 3D skeletons-based action recognition. The structure
of this thesis is organised as follow.
• Both background theories and recent sparse representation methods that are
relevant to the work presented in this thesis are reviewed in Chapter 2.
• The task of pathological gait detection employs the sparse representation to
model human gait with locomotion-related symptoms with details described
in Chapter 3.
• In order to reduce coherence among classes in sparse representation, Chapter 4
proposes a framework to separate the common components among classes to
enhance discrimination over different data classes.
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• An algorithm to combine representative and discriminative constraints in a la-
tent framework for 3D skeleton based action recognition is discussed in Chap-
ter 5.
• The whole thesis is summarised with future work discussed in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this chapter, necessary backgrounds and reviews on literature are covered to
support the understanding of this thesis, with special interests on the classifica-
tion using sparse representation. Backgrounds and related work of applications on
specific tasks including gait analysis and action recognition are later reviewed in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 respectively.
The concept on sparse representation is firstly discussed in the context of signal
representation with application including denoising, inpainting and compression etc,
followed by reviews on applying sparse representation in inference tasks.
2.1 Representation with Sparsity
From a linear algebraic perspective, given anN -dimensional, non-empty vector space
Y , there is a set of N independent vectors as a set of bases {dj}Nj=1, with which any




xijdi, ∀yj ∈ Y , (2.1)
where xij is the coefficient of di in decomposing yj and xj = {xij}Ni=1 is the vector
including all coefficients of the set bases. This process is referred to as signal de-
composition with the alternative statement as yj is represented by xj through the
6
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linear combination of vectors in {di}Ni=1, i.e. the vector yj is uniquely defined by the
coefficients xj over {di}Ni=1. A special case is when {di}Ni=1 is an “orthonormal” set,
where the basis coefficient xij can be efficiently calculated as the inner product of the
basis and the signal to be decomposed, which is written as 〈yj,di〉. The representa-
tion of a waveform by Fourier series is a well researched example, which leads to the
decomposition of the waveform into a number of cosine and sine waveforms with dif-
ferent frequencies and amplitudes. The infinite number of sine and cosine functions
essentially form an orthogonal basis. Recently, traditional orthogonal basis sets have
seen their overcomplete forms such as overcomplete wavelet and short-time Fourier
transforms. Suppose the N -dimensional space Y is the spanning space of {di}Mi=1,
where M > N . The vectors in {di}Mi=1 are neither independent nor orthogonal from
each other and the decompositions following (2.1) are no longer unique, i.e. different
vectors in Y can be mapped to the same set of coefficients with {di}Mi=1. This over-
complete set of vectors is a frame rather than a basis set. In the computer vision
community, the frames are generally referred to as codebooks or dictionaries while
the enclosed bases as words or atoms. The uniqueness of representation is traded in
for more atoms and diversity of the dictionary. Forcing the coefficients of {di}Mi=1
to be sparse is a general method to bring back the unique representation and this is
generally referred to as sparse representation [10]. The sparsity constraint enforces
that only a few atoms in the overcomplete dictionary attend the representation of
yj. The resultant coefficient vector xj has only a few elements being non-zero.
2.1.1 Sparse Representation with Overcomplete Dictionar-
ies
Promising performance has been achieved by including overcomplete basis set and
sparsity constraint for signal representation in tasks such as inpainting [9], compres-
sion and denoising [18] have increasingly drawn attention of the signal processing
community. The literature mostly concerns two extensively researched problems in
sparse representation using overcomplete dictionaries, i.e. given a predefined dic-
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tionary, how we can sparsely decompose a signal using atoms from the dictionary
so that the signal can be recovered with a minimal error, which is often referred to
as the sparse coding problem; given the sparse code of a signal, how the atoms of
the dictionary can be updated to minimise the current reconstruction error. Both
problems will be discussed in this section.
Sparsity constraints introduced upon the overcomplete dictionary not only pro-
motes the uniqueness of the sparse codes but also reduces representation errors. The
sparse representation of signals with an overcomplete dictionary can be treated as
a representation model. According to the minimum description length (MDL) [19],
the model with the sparest solution captures the most patterns in the data and thus
should represent the signals with better fidelity. This implies that the linear combi-
nation of only a few atoms in the dictionary is able to capture patterns underlying
the data [8].
One restriction of decomposing signals using pre-defined basis set arises from
not being adaptable to waveform structures of the real data to be decomposed. For
a practical scenario in computer vision, yj can be a feature vector or even a vector
reshaped from a raw image. Standard orthogonal basis sets such as Curvelets are
not adaptive to these vectors. Intuitively, including similar real data in the basis set
makes it easier to decompose the data with lower errors. This gives rise to a scenario
where yj can also be represented by an overcomplete set of vectors which are similar
vectors or more related to yj. This gives rise to another problem associated with
sparse representation which have been extensively researched, namely designing a
representative dictionary which can approximate a given set of signals faithfully,
i.e. the atom updating problem. Both the sparse coding and atoms updating prob-
lems have been formulated as optimisation problems and there are several readily
available solvers.
In sparse coding, the aim is to seek a combination of minimal number of atoms
from the overcomplete dictionary D = {di}Mi=1 that will represent the set of data
samples yj ∈ Y with minimal errors. Minimisation of the l0 norm over the coefficient
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vector xj with a fidelity constraint promotes sparseness in xj as the optimal solution
for representation. The objective function of the problem is written as
arg min
xj
‖xj‖0 s.t. yj = Dxj, ∀yj ∈ Y . (2.2)
In practice, the data sample yj generally cannot be exactly represented due to noise,
deformations and other variabilities. A more general method to enforce the fidelity
constraint and handle widely spreading dense noise in the data is to use the l2 norm
as an approximation of the exact fidelity constraint. By defining the general form
of the lp norm as,
‖xj‖lp = (|x1j |p + |x2j |p + . . .+ |xMj |p)
1
p , (2.3)
the constrain-relaxed objective function can be written as,
arg min
xj
‖xj‖0 s. t. ‖yj −Dxj‖2 < ε, ∀yj ∈ Y , (2.4)
where ε is an arbitrarily small positive-valued number. In specific applications
such as in [20], frontal images of human faces are used to recognise human identity
under various illumination and occlusions such as glasses and scarf. The l2 norm is
changed to l1 norm to handle data samples corrupted with large yet sparse noise such
as occlusions. The spareness induced by l1 norm will be discussed later. Another
equivalent objective function to Eq. (2.4) involves constraining the level of sparsity




‖yj −Dxj‖22 s. t. ‖xj‖0 < T0. (2.5)
Here the aim is slightly different from that in Eq. (2.4) since T0, the number of non-
zero elements in xj is predefined and the reconstruction errors are to be minimised.
Both problems in (2.4) and (2.5) are NP-hard problems because the l0 norm
simply counts the number of non-zero elements [22], which results in an infeasibly
large searching space over the optimal solution. Approximated solutions are often






Figure 2.1: Geometric illustration of l1 on promoting sparseness.
adopted to approach the sparsest solution within reasonable complexity. Matching
pursuit [23] as a straight forward option provides a good approximation of solutions
to (2.5) when the optimal solution is sparse enough. The inner products of individ-
ual bases and the signal yj are recorded. The values of inner products states the
contribution of each atom in the representation. Either the largest T0 values will
be retained as the coefficients of corresponding atoms. Orthogonal matching pur-
suit [24] offers a better alternative by further orthogonalising the bases corresponding
to the remaining T0 coefficients through the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation pro-
cess. The vector yj is then re-projected against the orthogonalised basis subset with
projection values as the sparse coefficients. The class of matching pursuit methods
can also be used to solve (2.4) by gradually increasing T0 to achieve pre-defined
error ε [10]. Rather than approximating the NP-hard problem induced by the l0
norm, basis pursuit [25] has been proposed to approximate a closely related but
easier problem to that in (2.4) and (2.5), which is written as
arg min
xj
‖xj‖1 s. t. ‖yj −Dxj‖22 < ε, (2.6)
where l1 norm calculates the sum of the absolute values of elements in xj. Compared
to l0 norm, l1 norm is easier to solve but still results in sparse solutions.
This approximation of the l0 norm with a l1 problem can be understood geo-
metrically mainly based on the work in [26] and summaries in [20]. Let Q1 be a l1
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unit norm ball which satisfies {Q1| ‖x‖1 ≤ 1,x ∈ Rm} while P1 be the norm ball
for l2 satisfying {P1| ‖x‖2 ≤ 1,x ∈ Rm}. The norm value of a point x equals 1 if
and only if the point x is on the boundary of the corresponding norm ball. Here the
l2 unit normal ball P1 is also presented as a comparison to illustrate the sparsity-
inducing property of l1 norm. Both P1 and Q1 are mapped by a matrix D ∈ Rm×n
as images P ′1 and Q
′
1. One toy example with m = n = 2 is shown in Fig. 2.1, where
there are only 4 sparse points on the boundary of the norm balls, i.e. A, B, C and
D are the only sparse points with one element being non-zero. x1 and x2 are two
2-dimensional points outside the norm balls and is transformed by D so that
y1 = Dx1, y2 = Dx2. (2.7)
As we could tell from Fig. 2.1, x2 is sparse while x1 is dense. The relationship
between the norm balls and their mapped images are scaling invariant, which implies
that scaling in either side will result in the same amount of changes in the other




‖xj‖1 s. t. yj = Dxj, (2.8)
is geometrically increasing the diameter of the norm ball Q1 so that the mapped
image Q′1 reaches y1 and y2.
Given the mapping relationship in (2.7), x1 and x2 are the optimal solutions for
the two linear systems. Note that x2 is a sparse solution to the system y2 = Dx2 and
l1 can always recover this sparse solution while the diameter of Q1 when Q
′
1 reaches
y2 is exactly the l1 norm value of x2. Compared to l2 norm, l1 norm prefers sparse
solution than dense solution. As shown in Fig. 2.1, to reach the dense solution
x2, the l1 norm ball requires a longer diameter thus a larger norm value than l2
does while the norm values required to reach the sparse solution x1 are the same
for both norms. In the optimisation process to solve the approximation version of
sparse representation in (2.6), l1 norm drives the solution towards sparseness in order
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for a minimal objective value which consists of the representation errors and norm
values. In fact, the approximation version of the problem in (2.6) is more common
in computer vision due to the noise in data.
In order to solve the l1 relaxed sparse coding problem, the basis pursuit [25]
employs l1 for sparseness and l2 as fidelity constraints, which is closely related to
the LASSO problem using Lagrangian multipliers; and mature solvers are easily
accessible. The focal underdetermined system solver (FOCUSS) [27] follows similar
ideas as the basis pursuit to replace the NP-hard l0 norm with lp norm with p ≤ 1.
Though FOCUSS provides better approximation of l0 norm when p < 1, the non-
convexity of the problem increases both the computational complexity and the risks
of trapping in local optimal. Feature sign search [8] solves the basis pursuit problem
via estimation of the signs of elements in the optimal solutions (i.e. the sparse codes).
Given signs of the coefficients, the l1 norm can be eliminated with the provided
signs of coefficients and the basis pursuit problem is thus reduced to a least square
problem with analytical solutions. The signs of coefficients are randomly initialised
and updated using line search algorithms through the optimisation process which
can lead to a sparse solution in a few iterations.
The atom updating or dictionary learning problem with given sparse codes X
forms the other side of the sparse representation problem, which looks at construc-
tion of proper dictionaries for sparse coding. With given xj, the dictionary learning
problem seems as easy as a least square problem for the objective function (2.8),




The new norm ‖ · ‖F here is the Frobenius norm which is the square root of the sum
of squared elements in a matrix. The unconstrained objective function (2.9) can end
up with a trivial solution with elements in xj approaching zero when the learned
D is used in sparse coding. The overfitting of D to the training data promotes
the trivial solution and regularisations are generally applied on D. The constrained
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objective of the dictionary learning problem is then rewritten as,
arg min
D
‖Y−DX‖2F s.t. ‖di‖2 ≤ T1, (2.10)
where T1 is the bound on each atom di in order to avoid trivial solutions on D. A
widely used value of T1 is 1, i.e. the atoms are normalised to 1 using l2 norm [10, 8].
The feature sign search [8] also provides a dictionary learning algorithm which
converts the atom regularisation constraint into the objective function using La-
grangian multipliers as the Lagrangian prime objective. After minimising D over
the prime objective, the resultant dual objective, with the Lagrangian multipliers
as the only variables to optimise, is solved by Newton’s method with gradient and
Hessian matrices efficiently calculated in analytical forms. Compared to the fea-
ture sign search, the method of optimal direction (MOD) [28] does not explicitly
enforce the non-trivial constraint in the objective function, where (2.10) was solved
by calculating the first-order derivative regarding D and setting the first-derivative
to zero. The linear system to be solved is written as
2(DX−Y)XT = 0. (2.11)
The resultant solution is the updated D according to the given X. The updated D
is then taken into sparse coding for updated X using methods such as orthogonal
matching pursuit (OMP) and feature sign search. Alternating between these two
steps for multiple iterations results in a proper dictionary for sparse coding. Atoms
of the updated dictionary are constantly atom-wisely normalised to 1 with l2 norm
during the optimisation, which maintains the non-trivial constraint. Note that all
the atoms in D are updated simultaneously in MOD. The K-SVD method [10],
on the other hand, individually updates both the atoms and sparse codes. The
K-SVD algorithm generalises the K-means algorithm for atom updating and solves
a series of rank-1 minimisation problems to sequentially update both atoms and
corresponding coefficients. As with most dictionary learning algorithms, K-SVD
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also alternates between sparse coding and atoms updating stages. Given sparse





where ⊗ refers to the operation to obtain outer products and X(k·), as a row vector,
represents a row of the matrix X consisting of sparse coefficients corresponding to
the atom di for all data samples in Y. The resultant error matrix Edi is then
decomposed using singular value decomposition (SVD) with the first left-singular
vector as the updated atom and the product of the first singular value and right-
singular vector as the updated coefficients for all data samples.
One of the two advantages K-SVD holds over MOD is to simultaneously update
both the atom and corresponding coefficients which leads to faster adaptation. The
other advantage relates to the scheme of sequentially updating atoms, which enables
Edi to be calculated with some updated atoms. The scheme essentially updates the
current atom based on some updated atoms in the current iteration leading to bet-
ter performance and faster convergence. In practice, the order to update atoms is
shuffled every iteration and the left-singular vector itself is always l2-normalised to
1. However, all the above mentioned dictionary learning methods suffer the same
problem that all training data has to be used simultaneously to update either a sin-
gle or all the atoms in the dictionary. This gives rises to memory and computation
issues when the data set is very large, especially in recent years, when large data sets
are more prevalent. Online dictionary learning also challenges these classical dictio-
nary algorithms for using incremental online data to update the atoms. Stochastic
gradient descent (SGD), extendible to mini-batch stochastic gradient descent has
been applied to update dictionary atoms with one or a small batch of data samples
incrementally [29] by solving the basis pursuit problem.
Within the sparse coding problem, introducing patterns into the sparse codes
have attracted great interest [30, 31, 32] because of the ability to combine prior
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information on groups of atoms in the sparse coding process. With the group sparse
coding problem, we essentially assume a prior that the data is affected or generated
by multiple groups of factors. The priors on groups of atoms during sparse coding
helps fit the dictionary better to the data model. Group sparse representation [31]
forces sparsity on the coefficients of a certain atom di over all training data samples,
which modifies the standard sparse coding problem as,
arg min
xj




where the parameter λ controls the importance of the group sparse constraint. The
lp norm sums along the rows of X to force the sparseness over coefficients of data
samples by an atom di, which constrains atoms not to respond to all but certain
groups of data samples, i.e. the sparseness over groups of atoms. The norm values
of each row of X is then added together to ensure yj is only represented by a few
atoms, i.e. the sparseness over individual atoms. The proposed method in [31]
cannot specify the exact group of a certain atom during the learning process. This
problem was discussed by [32] where atoms are explicitly assigned into groups which
are allowed to be overlapped with each other.
2.1.2 Archetypal Analysis
Apart from the above-mentioned methods, some linear codes methods also include
sparsity as their property. Such example is the archetypal analysis. The Merriam-
Webster Online Dictionary (2008) defines an archetype as “the original pattern or
model of which all things of the same type are representations or copies.” This
implies that the archetypes inherit characteristics and variations of the type of
things [1]. Mathematically, given a set of points of arbitrary dimensions, archetypes
are characterised as the extreme points with the largest variance from the mean
point of the point set, i.e. archetypes are points which distract the most from the
centre of the point set and thus reveal significant variations of the point set. Points
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Figure 2.2: Schema of Archetypes. (a) A set of random points in 2-D domain.
(b) Archetypes and convex hull formed by archetypes. Archetypes are marked as
red dots and emerge as extreme points of the data. The red dots are archetypal
points and lines are generated by convex combining two adjacent archetypes.
The areas enclosed by the red points and lines are the convex hull. This figure is
generated based on the definition in [1].
in the given set can be represented as convex combinations of these archetypes.
The convex combination requires the coefficients of combined archetypes to be non-
negative and add up to one. The convex combinations of archetypes form a convex
hull which is the smallest convex set that consists of the given point set as shown in
Fig. 2.2.
The aim of archetypal analysis is to find such archetypal points so that the
convex hull formed by the archetypes covers most of given data points and archetypes
locate within the convex hull of the data points [33]. Let a point set denoted by Y
with points as its columns while the set of coefficients of archetypes is denoted by
X with all coefficients regarding the same point stored in the same column. The
archetype analysis problem is formulated as,
arg min
X,Z
‖Y−YZX‖2F s.t. ‖xj‖1 = 1, xj ∈ R+ ∀j ∈ [1, |X|], (2.14)
where Z ∈ R|Y|×|X| is the matrix of coefficients used to combine data points to form
the archetypes and X includes the convex combination of estimated archetypes
for representing points in Y. Solving this problem requires iteratively alternating
between X and Z to yield a proper set of archetypes whose convex hull toughly
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encloses data points in Y [33].
In contrast to K-means, a related method, which seeks the centres of clus-
ters, archetypal analysis looks for the extreme points surrounding clusters (see
Fig. 2.2 (b)). The archetypes provides richer characteristics and more variations
of a model, which makes it easier to distinguish points belonging to different hulls.
Compared to general affine combination, the convex combination further requires
the coefficients of bases to be non-negative and sum to one, which also implicitly
promotes xj to be sparse. Geometrically, suppose there are two points a and b,
both of which are of arbitrary dimensions. The convex hull of a and b is a seg-
ment between a and b while the affine combination of a and b forms a line passing
through both points. In other words, the convex combination is more constrained
than affine combination, which turns out to be useful in representation based classi-
fication, which is the technique employed in Chapter 5 to represent major variations
of actions.
2.2 Learning with Sparse Representation for Sig-
nal Inference
The sparse representation have been used as feature extractors to generate sparse
codes. Because of its ability to deal with data corruptions including partial occlu-
sions and dense noise [34], the sparse codes of data samples enhance traditional
classification algorithm such as linear discriminative analysis (LDA) with repre-
sentation power to handle the contaminated samples and restore discriminative
information [13]. When dictionaries are constructed without supervision [10, 8],
generally a supervised predictor is trained using the sparse codes to perform clas-
sification [35, 15, 36] while those constructed with supervision [11, 12, 20] do not
necessarily require one but rely on reconstruction errors as indicators instead. The
dictionary learning algorithms with explicit training of classifiers are categorised as
discriminative methods while those trained otherwise as representative methods [37].
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2.2.1 Dictionary Learning for Discriminative Methods
In the work reported by Yang et al. in [35], the sparse codes are used as higher
level features built upon SIFT features which are extracted from image patches for
image categorisations. The sparse representation works in the bag of words (BOW)
model to encode SIFT features of patches as sparse codes. The coefficients of each
atom regarding patch-based sparse codes in a certain area are max-pooled together.
Pooled features of Multiple areas are further pooled to form image level features
through the pyramid pooling. Finally, multiple classifiers are trained using the
pooled image-level features to categorise unseen images. This method achieved the
then state-of-the-art performance in scene categorisation. However, the classifier
and dictionary are trained individually with no interactions between the two parts.
Thus, the dictionary is trained solely for representative purposes and may limit the
performance of the classifier. Huang et al. [13] proposed a framework for signal
classification using sparse representation with over-complete dictionaries. One ad-
ditional term considering the classification performance was added to the objective
function of the standard sparse representation. The two terms focusing on represen-
tation and discrimination are balanced by a parameter. The Fisher’s discriminative
criterion was employed to enforce that the sparse codes of samples from the same
class stay closer and distant from samples from other classes. A support vector
machine (SVM) was then trained on the sparse codes of samples. Because of the
extra term considering the dissimilarity of sparse codes of different classes, the SVM
finds a hyperplane more easily with better performance.
The framework proposed in [13] has been extensively explored with various
discriminative criteria. The key idea employed in the framework is to combine a
discriminative criterion or directly a classifier in the dictionary learning process in
order for discriminative sparse codes. In [38], classifiers were trained together with
the dictionary to allow direct interactions between the two parts. Each data sample
is scored by the classifier and the representation errors. By forcing the maximised
gaps among scores for different classes, a set of compact classifiers and representative
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dictionaries was obtained which performs well in recognising hand-written digits.
In order to find benefit from classic dictionary learning algorithms in both speed
and accuracy, discriminative K-SVD [15] (DKSVD) was proposed to incorporate a
linear classifier into the dictionary learning process using K-SVD [10]. The DKSVD
algorithm also follows the framework proposed in [13], where the sparse codes are
mapped to class labels within the dictionary training process using a transformation
matrix. The transformation matrix works as a linear classifier which classify sparse
codes to different class labels with the class labels attached as parts of the data
while the transformation matrxi as parts of the dictionary. This makes the sparse
codes more discriminative by minimising the label error and reconstruction error at
the same time under the fast K-SVD framework.
2.2.2 Learning Dictionaries for Representative Classifica-
tion
Sparse representation-based classification (SRC) [20], on the other hand, is an exten-
sively applied algorithm which follows the path of representation-based classification.
In SRC, |C| (C is a set of class labels with |C| elements) dictionaries are constructed
to distinctly represent different classes and each dedicated dictionary inherits the
label of its associated class. Each dictionary Di ∈ Rm×Ni (i ∈ C), where m rep-
resents the dimension of an atom in a dictionary Di with Ni atoms, is expected
to exclusively represent samples from one class with low errors while offering large
representation errors over all other classes. The construction of SRC dictionaries
in [20] is simple and includes selections of representative training samples from a
certain class as members of the relevant dictionary. We refer to these dictionaries as
class-specific dictionaries. The classification output is solely based on the disparity
of reconstruction errors among class-specific dictionaries. Test samples are sparsely
encoded over the joint dictionary consisting of the class-wise constructed dictionar-
ies. We denote the joint dictionary by D = {Di}|C|i=1. Reconstruction errors of the
same sample by different dictionaries are individually compared and the sample is
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then classified as being from the class whose class-specific dictionary provides the
least reconstruction error. Let xj denote the sparse code of yj and x
Di
j denote the set
of coefficients in xj associated with Di. The classification process is then formulated
as [20],
{label for yj} = arg min
∀i∈C
‖yj −DixDij ‖22. (2.15)
The principle behind SRC has a close relationship with the family of algorithms
of the nearest subspace (NS) [37, 39], which is conceptually generalised from the
classic algorithm of the nearest neighbour (NN). NS based algorithms are built on
the assumption that samples of the same class lie in a united subspace [37]. In
NS, each class is associated with a basis set with raw or transformed samples from
the class as elements so that the spanned subspace by the basis set roughly covers
this class. Given a test sample, it is projected against every basis set individually
via solving a least square problem. Similar to SRC, the test sample is labelled
as from the class whose basis set reconstructs this sample with the minimal error.
In other words, the nearest subspace wins the test sample. In [39], the authors
further proposed to constrain the least square problem to make sure the sum of
basis weights equals one. One of the two major differences between SRC and NS
is the basis set used to encode the data samples . In SRC, a joint dictionary of all
class-specific dictionaries is used while those in NS are individual basis sets. The
joint dictionary provides extra representation power by mutual representation from
dictionaries from other classes, which is a key to successful classification [40]. SRC
also differs from NS in the way of projecting the test sample over the basis set,
where the sparse coding process replaces least square projection. The sparse coding
process is able to model a unison of disjoint subspaces within one class while the
least square projection only model one whole subspace. The sparse coding method is
able to rule out outliers with the multiple subspaces model while the single subspace
model can easily include samples from other classes especially when data samples
are corrupted by noise.
The method used by SRC to construct dictionaries limits the input information
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adopted by each class-specific dictionary to individual classes. Different dedicated
dictionaries could easily share similar atoms because of the coherence of samples from
different classes. However, the standard SRC method does not address the coher-
ence when constructing the dictionaries, which could cause misclassification. Based
on the SRC framework, several dictionary learning algorithms have been proposed
to learn discriminative dictionaries by incorporating label information of training
samples into the training process for better classification performance, i.e. reducing
similarity of the class-specific dictionaries. Several discriminative criteria have been
incorporated during the dictionary training process [41, 11] for a better represen-
tative classification. Ramirez et al. [12] proposed a dictionary learning algorithm
which minimises coherence measured as inner products between atoms of different
class-specific dictionaries. One discriminative term measuring the coherence among
specific-dictionaries was added to the objective function and minimised through op-
timisation. Fisher discrimination criterion has also been applied by minimising the
scatter of sparse codes for a certain class to obtain discriminative dictionary [14],
which is the corresponding work of [13] in representative classification. These repre-
sentative methods generally include constructing dictionaries for each data class via
learning and expect these class-dedicated dictionaries to eliminate coherent atoms
caused by the coherence of samples from different classes [40]. Eliminating those
coherent parts among dictionaries increases classification performance [12].
The coherent components of data samples, hereinafter referred to as the com-
mon or class-shared components, are more representative than discriminative. Elim-
inating the representative components, however, reduces the representation power
of the dictionary, which subsequently hurts the ability to handle corruptions and
noise [40]. The conflicts between representation and discrimination make the algo-
rithms sensitive to the balance of the two and thus requires complicated tuning of the
control parameters in the above-mentioned algorithms. Classification improvement
has been reported by further exploring and excluding the class-shared components
in one additional dictionary [17, 42], which harmonises the conflicts. The idea of
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learning a hybrid dictionary consisting of both common and class-specific dictionar-
ies has been proposed to gain the power of both representation and discrimination
simultaneously; the purpose of our work in Chapter 4. Zhou et al. [43] added
an extra common dictionary with Fisher discrimination criterion used to constrain
class-specific dictionary in object recognition. The coherence of atoms between and
within common and class-specific dictionaries has also been investigated to train the
hybrid dictionary [17]. A multi-level learning framework was developed by learning
the common and class-specific dictionaries on different levels together with a set of
linear classifier [44]. Yang et al. [45] used the latent variable as a feature selection
model to select the most active atoms for each class. This implicitly constructs com-
mon and class-specific dictionaries with dynamic sizes during the training process.
These methods essentially borrow ideas from traditional discriminative dictionary
learning and apply them to train the hybrid dictionary with the common dictionary
pursuing the residuals of class-specific dictionaries.
This review has provided both background theories and a critique of extant
sparse representation methods that are relevant to the work presented in this thesis.
Chapter 3
Pathological Gait Detection using
Sparse Representation: A
Parkinson’s disease case study
In this chapter an application of sparsity in the representation-based method of
detecting pathological gait for the diagnosis of gait symptomatic diseases is pro-
posed. A brief background on the capture and pre-processing of the electronic
signals characterising human gait is also provided. The performance of three dis-
criminative sparse representation models as applied to gait-symptomatic diseases
such as Parkinson’s disease is presented.
3.1 Introduction
Clinical human gait analysis generally refers to the systematic study of human lo-
comotion in order to identify and quantify locomotion-induced abnormalities. The
efficacy of clinical gait analysis has been studied and evidence found to support its
usefulness in diagnostic accuracy, diagnostic thinking and treatment, and in devel-
oping methods to improve gait data acquisition [46, 47]. The amount of data ac-
quired (usually in a 3D gait acquisition (3D-GA) system) and the potential difficulty
in simultaneously understanding/interpreting the data have led to the development
23
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of a number of summary measures to complement 3D-GA. Some of these measures
include normalcy index (NI) or Gillette index (GI), hip flexor index (HI), gait devi-
ation index (GDI), gait profile score (GPS) and movement analysis profile (MAP),
and GDI-kinetic (refer to [48] for brief descriptions). Interestingly most of these sum-
mary measures are based on kinematic data. Biomechanically significant features
are identified and the principal component analysis employed for data reduction
before the computation of the summary measure. There has also been the move to
use so-called “interpretable” functions that might provide a more amenable method
of visualising and interpreting gait data [49]. The method discussed in this chapter
takes the “interpretable” function approach and uses the waveforms acquired in the
3D-GA system in characterising and detecting pathological gait for neuromuscu-
loskeletal diseases with impaired gait as symptoms. Sufferers of neuromusculoskele-
tal diseases such as Parkinson’s disease (PD) often present with pathological gait
or locomotion disorders. Specifically, distinctive symptoms of PD include foot drag,
freezing of the gait and shuffling gait. Because of the degenerative nature of PD,
early diagnosis of these symptoms can lead to effective clinical decision-making [50]
and possible rehabilitation program (monitoring and assessment) [2, 51, 52].
From a clinical perspective, the available gait analysis along with various sum-
mary measures may be used to assist decision making. The method presented in
this chapter may complement these tools and provide the clinicians with additional
discriminative summary albeit with visualisation that points at the basis of the
classification. We propose a representation-based classification framework inspired
by the Occam’s razor principle of parsimony. In essence, a gait waveform is mod-
elled by a number of prototype gait waveforms (atoms) by deriving a parsimonious
combination that minimises the representation error. The atoms are from previ-
ously acquired gait data. Using a sufficiently large collection (dictionary) of the
atoms and appropriately-constrained, waveforms belonging to similar pathology are
represented by similar atoms. Intuitively, this sparsity-constrained representation is
expected to work on the quasi-periodic gait data to focus on subtle variations among
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classes. This framework can be applied to any gait waveform and provides a general
method of classifying gait into pathological types and otherwise. An advantage of
the sparse representation framework is that it provides an easier and more forthright
interpretation of gait analysis results because the atoms in the dictionaries capture
some high-level features of gait [8]. The visualisation of atoms utilised to reconstruct
a given gait waveform provides clinicians with information about anomalies in the
gait.
The remaining parts of this chapter are organised as follows. In Sections 3.2 and
3.3, we provide a brief review of human gait analysis including fundamental concepts
in human gait and how electronic signals characterising human gait are captured and
analysed. In Section 3.4, detailed descriptions and mathematical formulations of the
proposed algorithm are presented. The dataset used to evaluate the performance
of the proposed algorithm along with the experiments are described in Section 3.5.
In the same section the result of a specific application where ground reaction force
signals are used to detect subjects with Parkinson’s disease are reported. We fur-
ther validate the ability of the algorithm in differentiating Parkinson’s disease from
other diseases in later experiment. Finally, we offer some concluding remarks in
Section 3.6.
3.2 Acquisition of Gait Signals
In gait analysis, various devices can be used to acquire gait signals. Convention-
ally, physicians collect useful information by viewing patients’ gait or the outputs
of clinical instruments. Analysis can then be made according to their professional
experience [52]. Different kinds of equipment have recently emerged to increase
the measurement precision, objectivity and also enable quantitative gait analysis.
Summary of commonly available instruments is shown in Table 3.1. These devices
measure kinetic, kinematic, spatio-temporal and electromyographic gait signals. Sec-
ondary gait signals can be derived from these directly measured signals; moments
and powers are a few examples.
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Table 3.1: List of gait capturing devices and associated data types
Ground reaction plat-
form (embedded in walk-
way)
kinetic parameter (ground reaction forces in




Ground reaction force distribution in different




on-body markers/tags positions, Kinematic
features (including angles and moments of an-
kle, hip, knee), stride length, cadence.
Surface EMG electrodes Electromyography signals.
Inertial motion capture
unit
segmental accelerations, joint angular veloci-
ties, estimated walking speed and joint angles.
The underlying signals (or data) used in the analysis are specific gait signals
measured using various equipment, such as gait phases, ground reaction forces,
joint flexion angles, etc. Human gait is a multi-phase, cyclic ambulation activity
and for each limb the cycle can be divided into two main phases, namely stance
and swing phases. A further sub-division of each gait phase produces several
sub-phases. Four sub-phases of the stance phase can be identified: loading re-
sponse (LR), mid-stance (MSt), terminal stance (TSt) and pre-swing (PSw). The
swing phase has three sub-phases: initial swing (ISw), mid-swing (MSw) and ter-
minal swing (TSw) [52]. The transition events between sub-phases and the normal
sequence of these sub-phases are shown in Fig. 3.1. Besides the physical/mechanical
description of the gait phases in each cycle, there are clinical descriptions that arise
from parameters derived from temporal-spatial, kinetic and kinematic considerations
as well as electromyographic signals. Temporal-spatial parameters (also known as
general gait signals) usually include cadence, stride/step time, stride/step length,
single/double support time and walking speed. These parameters are all associated
with time and distance factors [53]. The pressure exerted by the foot is in the scope
of kinetic parameters. These parameters measure ground reaction forces and associ-
ated moments in three anatomical dimensions as well as force distribution beneath
the foot. Positions and orientations of body segments can be recorded by kine-
matic parameters, including joint angles, limb posture, segment positions etc. More
clinically, electromyography (EMG) can be used to describe electrical activities of
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Figure 3.1: Phases inside a gait cycle [2].
contacted muscles [54]. Some of the commonly used instruments for measuring these
parameters include ground reaction force platforms, on-body markers and cameras,
treadmills and inertial sensors (including accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetic
sensors).
The kinetic data was reviewed in details because the experiment in this chapter
was conducted on this kind of gait data. Ground reaction force (GRF) platform is
one of the most widely used instruments to measure the pressure beneath the feet
in three dimensions. Ground reaction forces of subjects can be measured by making
them walk through areas embedded with reaction force plates or on treadmills with
reaction force platforms under the tracks [55, 56, 57]. An example of such device is
shown in Fig. 3.2 (a). In order to acquire habitual data, subjects are usually required
to walk three more steps before and after passing over the instrument. Information
extracted from ground reaction forces including positions and timing of peaks and
valleys of the force patterns can be used to distinguish the four sub-phases in the
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: The treadmill embedded with GRF plate [3] and insole with force
sensors [4].
stance phase in each gait cycle. Another way to measure force distribution beneath
the feet is to employ the multiple force sensor system. Force sensitive sensors are
placed under different parts of subjects’ feet as shown in Fig. 3.2 (b). These sensors
measure forces applied on them by certain parts of the foot and present the timing of
force peaks on different parts of the feet. This kind of sensors are usually embedded
in shoes to form “smart shoes” [58, 4]. Similarly to those forces measured by ground
reaction platforms, occurrences of peaks in different foot parts at different times can
be used to distinguish sub-phases between stance phase. In gait analysis, ground
reaction forces are always normalized by weight to enable comparison of GRF among
different individuals because GRF is directly related to human weight which can vary
from person to person. The measured ground reaction forces are usually continuous
time signals in three dimensions, namely, the vertical, anterior-posterior and lateral-
medial direction. During the gait cycle, most of the power is expended in lifting
gravitational centre of human bodies and thus vertical ground reaction forces are
considered to contain more information about gait status [55].
However, a kinetic signal such as ground reaction force, is not sufficient to detect
sub-phases inside swing phases. The feet will be clear off the ground at the end of
pre-swing sub-phase in stance phase. This toe-off event sets the force measurement
to have zero output and can be an indicator for the starting of swing phases. In
order to investigate swing phases, kinematic signals have been added to distinguish
sub-phases within swing phases. The optical motion capture systems with markers
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and cameras, EMG sensors and inertial motion capture units are all able to provide
kinematic gait signals.
3.3 Quantitative Gait Analysis
Quantitative gait analysis proceeds by extracting discriminative features that are ex-
pected to underlie the observed pathological phenomenon. The dynamics of human
motion and method of acquisition also suggest that the resulting data are highly
correlated, temporally dependent and normally contains time series from many dif-
ferent channels [59]. For these reasons, quantitative analysis methods have sought
to exploit the inherent redundancies and extract features that reflect information
that has clinical usefulness.
An intuitive approach is to work on the biomechanical features extracted from
gait data since they are either highly related to certain diseases or generally shared
by various neuralmuscular diseases. Senanayake et al. [60] derived the timing of
gait phases from both kinetic and kinematic features. By accurately identifying
each phase and testing the timing of the gait phases, pathological gait is detectable.
Features can be extracted with respect to single cycles or the whole gait waveform
from temporal-distance, kinetic and kinematic origin [61, 62]. Other frequently
utilised biomechanical features include peak time and relevant intensity of GRF
waveforms [63], minimum foot clearance (MFC) of toe displacement [64]. These
features significantly reduce the temporal dependency within the time series by only
selecting values with clinical or biomechanical importance. Meanwhile, temporal
dependency between gait cycles is neglected.
The extraction of biomechanical features requires detection of specific gait events.
However, gait events derived from a healthy subject may be difficult to locate in
symptomatic gait data. The various methods available to define and calculate these
events would further increase the subjectivity in gait analysis [65].
A more robust approach to extract features from gait data is to use analytical
techniques that seek discriminative features derived from a mathematical model of
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the gait data. Such methods are able to identify local and global features automat-
ically. Fourier transform has been used to derive features from gait waveforms [57].
For example, the authors in [57] performed a 128-point Fourier transform of vertical
GRF waveform and retained only the first 28 coefficients. This resulted in reduced
dimensionality of the feature of interest in the data space. The transformation and
selection also preserved the top-level features between normal and abnormal gait
waveforms. Fourier transform was also used to merge frequency based information
together with time domain extracted biomechanical features for the diagnosis of pa-
tients with Parkinson’s disease. However, by applying Fourier transform and drop-
ping portions of the coefficients, the information on time axis and subtle changes of
the force intensity were lost. Clinically important components might also be missed.
Deluzio and Astephen [66] used principal component analysis on gait waveforms to
extract discriminative components and reduce data dimension. In this study, three
kinds of gait waveforms related to knee osteoarthritis from multiple subjects were
analysed. The computed principal components were interpreted as biomechanical
features and used in a discriminative analysis to classify the waveforms. The method
achieved a misclassification rate of 8%. PCA based methods have also been used
in vision-based gait analysis to reject the redundant information in silhouettes ex-
tracted from video frames [67, 68]. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) has been
claimed to be more suitable for processing data for classification purpose [51, 67].
By excluding several less important components, discriminative features are gained
with lower dimension. Other techniques that have been used to extract discrimi-
native features and reduce the data dimension include factor analysis and multiple
correspondence analysis [59].
Statistical methods have been used in traditional gait analysis to assess the re-
lationship between different types of gait waveforms and Parkinson’s disease. The
unpaired Student-t test was used to evaluate the statistical significance of gait wave-
forms to reveal the most distinguishing waveforms between controls and patients [69].
The selected waveform could be used with computational intelligence algorithms to
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improve automatic diagnosis [70].
In [57], a neural network was trained with features extracted using Fourier trans-
form to classify the gait waveforms. A high classification rate of 95% was achieved.
It is not clear whether this result represent an average over several tests or a cross-
validation output. However, most pathological subjects in this study were patients
with calcareous fractures and artificial limbs, who suffer heavy movement impair-
ment. The data selected was the vertical GRF pairs of both limbs in the stance
phase and did not cover long-time walking information. Köhle and Merkl extended
the work by employing a different neuron function and involving force intensity in
three dimensional space [55]. Yang et al. [71] proposed an algorithm to assess gait
patterns of complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) using multiple layer percep-
tron neural networks (MLP). Lai et al. [63] extracted peak values and time to those
peaks in five direction from GRF. Kinematic features including maximum angle of
rear foot (measured in three anatomical planes) and tibia (measured only in trans-
verse plane) as well as time to these maximum points were put together with feature
points from GRF. The resultant 30-feature samples was collected from 27 subjects.
Support vector machine was used and a good classification rate was obtained by
combining features from both GRF signals and kinematic signals.
More recently, hidden Markov model has been applied to detect pathological gait
phase [4]. There has been successful implementation of fuzzy inference systems which
treat the variability within gait data as non-probabilistic uncertainties [60, 59, 72].
The work reported in [53] combined decision tree and neural networks to rank knee
osteoarthritis.
Methods that use computaional intelligence in classifying or detecting patholog-
ical cases have been controversial in their acceptance for use in clinical application
because of the “black box” nature of the operation. These do not lend themselves
easily to intuitive interpretaion in clinical settings. In this thesis, we adopt an in-
terpretable framework in which sparse representation of gait waveform is used to
accomplish detection task. We focus on pathological gait detection of subjects with
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Parkinson’s disease.
3.4 Proposed Method
We pose the diagnosis of subjects as a classification problem wherein the gait of a
subject is determined to be pathological or normal. A gait waveform (e.g. ground
reaction forces) recorded while a subject was walking can be segmented into quasi-
cycles. One cycle is delimited by two adjacent heel-strike or toe-off events of the
same limb. The classification strategy relies on detecting pathological condition
among multiple cycles of the subject’s gait. A majority of pathological gait cycles
during the walking of a subject assigns the whole walking pattern to pathological
category.
In this section, we propose two methods to segment a gait waveform into cy-
cles, one for offline and one for online processing. Sparse codes representing each
gait cycle is extracted from sparse representation based on predefined overcomplete
dictionaries. A framework is introduced to identify pathological gait with sparse
representation.
3.4.1 Pre-processing of gait data
Gait related data from different devices is usually captured in a long waveform
with multiple gait cycles for a few minutes’ time. In our work, gait cycles need
to be segmented for a better signal resolution and lower dimensions for subsequent
machine learning algorithm.
A variance-based automatic segmentation method has been proposed to identify
the positions of delimitation events, i.e. toe-off and heel-strike events. A sliding
window is employed to move along a signal waveform to form a dense sample and
local variance within each window is calculated. An toy example of this mechanism
is shown in Fig. 3.3. Given a signal including a total of 10 points, the detection
window is of a small size s (e.g. we use 3 in Fig. 3.3, which means three points of





Figure 3.3: Scheme for the sliding window-based variance.
the waveform are covered by the window). The size of the detection window depends
on the sampling frequency of the waveform. The gait events used for delimitation
are expected to be fully covered within this window. In general, a higher sampling
frequency will require a larger detection window. On condition of covering the
gait event to detect, a smaller window size gives better accuracy but also longer
processing time. The window is moved along the waveform densely, i.e. moving
with a step size of one point a time along the temporal direction. A waveform with
L points will result in L−s+1 windows and thus L−s+1 local variance values. Each
variance value is compared with a predefined threshold and the centres of windows
with variance value above the threshold are treated as the delimitation points. The
monotonicity of windows indicates specific delimitation events, e.g. monotonically
increasing within the sliding window indicates the heel-strike events. Gait cycles
can be obtained by extracting waveforms between two adjacent heel-strike or toe-off
events on the same limb.
The durations of gait cycles vary within and across subjects as subjects’ steps are
of different spatial and temporal lengths. Gait cycles were normalised against time
individually so that force intensity values sampled at specific time points are aligned
to the correspondent percentage of the whole cycle by dividing cycle lengths (i.e.
the number of sample points in the current cycle). Each temporally normalised
cycle is linearly interpolated to align them as uniformly sampled from 0% to 100%
by upsampling in the original signal space as shown in Fig. 3.4. Thus the cycles
incorporated in the classifiers are of identical length. The force intensity can be
further divided by subjects’ weights and heights in order to get rid of the influence
of subjects’ body difference.
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In this work, we choose the toe-off events as the delimitation event for two
adjacent gait cycles. In the remaining parts of this chapter, we use the words signals,
waveforms to refer to gait cycles if not otherwise specified. Every subject during the
signal capture process, will contribute multiple cycles in the data set. For example,
in the dataset aiming to detect pathological gait of the Parkinson’s disease, there
are multiple subjects including patients and healthy people (i.e. controls). Each
of them provided a 2 minutes’ length gait waveform which is then segmented into
complete gait cycles. We shall refer to each gait cycle as a gait sample or cycle
of dimension M which is the number of samples after data preprocessing. We will
discuss this in details in Section 3.5.1.
The variance-based method to detect gait events such as the toe-off event for
gait segmentation generally requires longer waveforms with at least one complete
gait cycle and is computationally expansive. Here another method is proposed to
segment the captured gait waveforms by using larger sliding windows without gait
event detection. Sliding windows are used to segment a gait waveform into seg-
ments with pre-defined window size. The sample points inside a sliding window is
directly extracted as a segment. Each segment does not necessarily contain a com-
plete gait cycle nor a single cycle. Sliding window can truncate the gait signals using
a fixed window length either with or without overlapping components. This method
is suitable for real-time computation because subsequent processing including clas-
sification could start as long as a window is filled rather than wait for the whole
gait cycle to be captured which may take longer time. Compared to the sliding
window method, the variance-based gait cycle segmentation requires detecting the
selected events before segmenting the gait signal. However, the windows extracted
by the event-defined window is easier to interpret and suitable to be processed by
subsequent pattern recognition algorithms. We shall generally call the segments
gait cycles even though there might be incomplete cycles in segments generated by
sliding window-based method.
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3.4.2 Gait Data Modelling using Sparse Representation
Gait waveforms are of high variability between and within subjects as everyone
has their personalised walking styles and gait cycles of the same subject also suffer
random variations. Abnormal patterns could be observed in gait waveforms from
patients with certain neuromuscular diseases [52]. However, there are also normal
walking patterns which are more frequently observed in healthy people. It is con-
ceivable that an observed gait waveform can be regarded as a combination of general
walking patterns corrupted by inter-subject and intra-subject variations as well as
possible pathological gait caused by certain diseases. These patterns are to be cap-
tured or represented by a dictionary learning process that allows modelling normal
and pathological patterns differently.
Assuming a data set of gait, Y = {yj}Ni=1 ∈ RM×N , including N extracted
segments from multiple pathological and control subjects. The problem of sparsely




‖yj −Dxj‖22 s.t. ‖xi‖0 < T0, (3.1)
where D ∈ RM×N is the dictionary matrix with di ∈ RM as the atoms each of which
is the same dimension as a gait sample. The sparse vector xj ∈ RN (j = 1, 2, . . . N)
indicates the contributions of each atom to the approximation of the data sample
yj. The number T0 is predefined and indicates the maximum number of non-zero
entries allowed in the coefficient vector xj. Intuitively, the problem becomes that
of constructing a D, so that normal and pathological gait cycles are represented
differently.
Fig. 3.4 shows a pair of gait signals for one cycle from both control and patho-
logical subjects. They are sparsely encoded against a dictionary trained by D-
KSVD [15]. Each signal is decomposed into a main component (MC) and several
variation components (VC1, VC2,. . . ). The number of training samples is much
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Figure 3.4: (a) Decomposed components for a normal gait cycle (b) Decomposed
components for a pathological gait cycle.
larger than the number of atoms in the trained dictionary. Hence in the training
process, a limited number of atoms capturing main components and variation com-
ponents are used to represent a much larger number of data samples. Atoms describ-
ing the patterns for control subjects are prevalent in the sub-dictionary trained with
control gait signals. However, these atoms are rare in the sub-dictionary trained
with pathological signals. This makes both the reconstruction errors and sparse
codes discriminative between pathological and control signals. The main compo-
nents largely determine to which class the gait signals tend to be assigned. Fig. 3.4
also demonstrates the advantage of sparse representation-based algorithms. Atoms
used to represent the given gait signal can be visualised easily. It is easier for
clinicians to judge and evaluate the diagnostic results; a common requirement for
application in clinical gait analysis [53].
In the remaining parts of this section, three algorithms conducting sparse rep-
resentation and dictionary training for classification are introduced and compared.
The performance of each algorithm will be evaluated in Section 3.5.
Sparse Representation-Based Classification (SRC)
Sparse representation-based classification [20] drives the classification process using
a pre-defined over-complete dictionary to sparsely encode given signals or waveforms.
In the original formulation of SRC in [20], authors manually selects training samples
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from C different classes to construct C sub-dictionaries. Each sub-dictionary Di ∈
RM×Ni consists of selected Ni samples from class i. The assumption is that a test
sample from class i should be faithfully represented using mainly the sub-dictionary
which consists of class i training samples. In pathological gait detection problem, two
sub-dictionaries Dc and Dp are constructed using dictionary learning algorithms for
healthy and pathological samples respectively. Because we do not have the clinical
knowledge to distinguish pathological and normal samples, it is hard to manually
select representative samples for Dc and Dp. To construct the above-mentioned
two sub-dictionaries, we use a training-based method by employing the K-SVD
algorithm to automatically learn the two sub-dictionaries. K-SVD is a dictionary
learning algorithm which generalises the K-means clustering algorithm [21]. It aims
to learn a dictionary from given data so that the overall reconstruction error with
sparse constraint on training data can be minimised. K-SVD claims to converge
faster than MOD-like method by updating both the atoms di in D and the sparse
codes xj in X. The pathological detection problem is formulated as an optimisation





‖yj −Di · xj‖22, i = p, c. (3.2)
During the learning process of Di, xj for each training sample is calculated as a
latent variable to shape the updating process of the atoms.
In judging a gait cycle from a new subject, the test sample is sparsely en-
coded using the trained sub-dictionaries either separately or jointly as one dictionary
DJoint = {Dc,Dp}. The sample is assigned to the class whose dictionary can faith-
fully recover the input sample. In classification tasks using sparse representation,
the over-complete dictionary is expected to be both representative and discrimina-
tive [13]. The patterns of different classes are expected to be represented differently,
i.e. captured either by different groups of atoms or by the same group of atoms
in different ways. This makes the sparse coefficients discriminative across different
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classes. However, the discriminative constraints were not explicitly enforced dur-
ing the optimisation process in conventional dictionary learning algorithms. Only
representation performance is optimised in the objective function while the sub-
dictionary is expected to gain discrimination by the training mechanism, i.e. train
each sub-dictionary using data samples from only one class. Because of the training
strategy, one sub-dictionary is optimised to well represent training samples from
one certain class but not necessarily poorly represent sample from other classes
because the dissimilarity between these sub-dictionaries is not explicitly enforced.
The gait data from different subjects are of high coherence and similarity. Different
sub-dictionaries may capture similar patterns.
Discriminative K-SVD
In order to enhance the discrimination of the dictionary, we employ the D-KSVD
algorithm proposed in [73], which is a discriminative dictionary learning method
that constructs a dictionary capable of capturing both representative and discrimi-
native information in training data. The formulated optimisation problem has been























s.t. ‖xi‖0 < T0.
In Eq. (3.3), H = {hj}|Y|j=1 is the set of labels for each training sample and is a
specially constructed vector of dimension C:
hj = [
|C|︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, 1, . . . , 0, 0, 0 ]T . (3.4)
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The matrix W ∈ RC×|D| stacks each linear classifier as its row and the importance
of the classification errors is controlled by the scalar α. The set of linear classifiers
W is trained with the dictionary D together using the K-SVD framework as part of
the dictionary. The objective function (3.3) associates each training sample with a
class label and combines the classification error and reconstruction error together to
select appropriate atoms. Including a linear classifier into the training process not
only increases the classification performance but also provides different information.
Each column in W defines the similarity of the relevant atom in the dictionary with
each class [73]. By associating each column in the dictionary with one column in
W, atoms in D can be treated as members of either the normal sub-dictionary or
the abnormal sub-dictionary. The utilisation of linear classifiers makes the results
easier to interpret and understand.
Label Consistent K-SVD
It is possible to derive a classification scheme using the trained dictionary D and
the linear classifier W. Label consistent K-SVD (LC-KSVD) [36] further associates
each atom in the dictionary with a class label at the initialisation stage. By adding
a label consistent error to the objective function of D-KSVD, the new objective





























s.t. ‖xi‖0 < T0.
The information matrix Q about atom labels is added in each training sample. The
transition matrix A maps the sparse code matrix X into atom label space which is
recognised as a more discriminative space. Each atom is associated with one row of
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Q at the initialisation stage. For a training sample yi, the corresponding column qi
is 1 for all the rows representing atoms from the same class as this training sample.
In the K-SVD training process, the samples are forced to be decomposed using
atoms which are originally from the same class as the training samples. Similarly to
D-KSVD [15], the jointly trained classifier W is later used as a classifier on sparse
codes.
3.4.3 Pathological Gait Detection Framework
The above-mentioned algorithm classifies each subjects based on the evaluation of
multiple gait cycles. Each cycle is evaluated individually and the decision regarding
each gait cycle is then combined together through a simple majority voting rule.
A subjects is identified as walking in a pathological gait when the majority of all
collected gait cycles are classified as abnormal signals and vice versa.
The principle of classifying each gait cycle depends on which atoms are used dur-
ing the sparse coding process. If most atoms are from the “normal” sub-dictionary,
the current gait cycle is labelled as a normal one and vice versa. In SRC, since there
are two explicit sub-dictionaries, the category of an unknown gait cycle yj will be
identified as [20],
Label of yj = arg min
i
‖yj −Di · xDij ‖22, i = p, c. (3.6)
In other words, a gait cycle is assigned to a certain class according to the reconstruc-
tion error incurred by sparse representation [20]. In D-KSVD and LC-KSVD, the
jointly trained linear classifier W is used to classify gait cycles from the test sub-
jects. One gait cycle from a test subject can be classified based on the probability
matrix P, which is calculated as,
P = W×X. (3.7)
where columns of P indicate the probability of assigning samples to certain classes.
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Table 3.2: Specifications of three data capture processes. The same recording
process with the same equipment is conducted by three groups individually.
Group Number of Patients Number of Controls
Ga [75] 25 16
Ju [76] 29 25
Si [77] 34 28
3.5 Experimental Design and Results
Experiments were conducted on two clinical gait datasets. Both pathological and
control subjects are included in each of the datasets. For each subject, a waveforms
of ground reaction force (GRF) were recorded. We took pre-processing procedures to
segment the waveform into individual cycles and then apply the proposed methods
on the processed gait cycles and compare their performance.
3.5.1 Gait Dataset with Single Disease
The dataset, Gait in Parkinson’s Disease (PDB), records vertical GRF when subjects
walked at self-selected speeds. The dataset contains electronic signals of vertical
forces from subjects with Parkinson’s disease and controls [74]. All the information
included in this dataset is from three individually conducted capturing processes
using the same measurement equipment. The number of subjects from each study
is shown in Table 3.2. Among all the selected 157 subjects, 94 subjects are male while
63 subjects are female. The subjects with Parkinson’s disease are of matched ages
with control subjects. For each subject, eight force sensitive sensors were inserted
beneath both left and right feet. Force intensity for each individual sensor as well
as the total force intensity for each limb are available in this dataset. All the force
intensity waveforms were sampled at 100 samples per second for around 2 minutes,
which involves multiple gait cycles.
As mentioned in Section 3.4.1, the waveforms can be segmented into cycles with
either variance-based method or simply the sliding window. Here we take PDB as
an example to illustrate how the variance based segmentation works. Among all
8 gait signals measured from different positions of feet, force information on heels
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: Gait cycle segmentation using toe-off events. The waveform of
reaction force under the toe part is shown in (a) with toe-off event identified as
red points using local window-based gait event detection. The temporal positions
of the toe-off event is used as delimitations to segment the temporal waveform
into gait cycles as shown in (b).
and toes is usually utilised to identify the toe-off and heel-strike events for better
accuracy. These events are later used as the delimiters of adjacent gait cycles. For
this dataset, the toe-off events were utilised to separate gait signals into multiple
cycles. By tracking the moment when the force intensity at the toe part decreases to
zero (“incoming zero”), the toe-off event can be identified to differentiate two cycles
as shown in Fig. 3.5 (a) and (b). In Fig. 3.5 (a), each incoming zero has been marked
by an asterisk. The top plot in Fig. 3.5 (b) shows a truncated gait signal involving
several cycles. Cycles of this gait signal are separated by red lines drawn from the
asterisk-marked points in Fig. 3.5 (a). The bottom figure in Fig. 3.5 (b) presents
a separated cycle which is the first complete cycle enclosed by a black frame. The
segments are also normalised and interpolated as from 0% to 100% of a complete
gait cycle. The sliding window can be applied on the waveforms from all parts of
feet without normalisation.
3.5.2 Gait Dataset with Multiple Diseases
Another dataset, Gait Dynamics in Neuro-Degenerative Disease Data Base (NDD),
was also obtained from Phiysionet.org [74]. Among the 64 subjects in NDD, we
selected in total 62 subjects wherein 16 of them are healthy subjects, 20 are patients
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with Huntington’s disease (Ht), 11 suffer from amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS)
and 15 subjects are with Parkinson’s disease (Pk). In this dataset, ground reaction
force (GRF) in the vertical direction is collected for approximately 5 minutes with a
sampling rate of 300 Hz. Only the overall GRF beneath the entire feet is available
in this dataset. Among the 62 subjects, 26 are males and 36 are females.
In this dataset, as we do not have access to the GRF under feet parts but only the
vertical GRF under the entire feet, we treat the instant when the GRF approaches
zero as the toe-off event. Both the online and offline segmentation methods could
be used to generate the cycles as described in 3.4.1.
3.5.3 Feature Extraction
In our experiment, features for PDB combine interpolated vertical GRF beneath
heels & toes of both limbs (LRHT) and the entire foot of a single limb (VGRF).
For NDD, we extract the vertical GRF of entire feet beneath both limbs (LR). Each
feature sample extracted from a gait cycle is of the same dimension.
Fourier transformation (FT) was also used to remove the inter-cycle variations
and extract discriminative features. Furthermore, by selecting only the significant
coefficients provided by FT, the dimension of the gait data was reduced. FT was
conducted on GRF beneath the entire foot of a single limb (VGRFFT). We chose 25
real and 25 imaginary FT coefficients because they preserved over 99% of the power
of the original signal. In classification algorithms using sparse representation, sparse
features were further extracted. Above-mentioned features from test samples were
further projected onto the trained dictionaries. The resultant sparse codes of feature
samples became new feature samples which were used with either the dictionary or
the jointly trained classifier to make a decision of the class labels.
Statistical features from the series of stride intervals (length of each stride) have
previously been extracted in [6] to help analyse the gait data from subjects with
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. These features are extracted directly from the time
series of GRF without segmentation. The authors proposed two kinds of features to
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describe the magnitude and dynamics of the stride interval fluctuations respectively.
Here, we also extract such features from the PDB dataset. Only the brief proce-
dures is mentioned in this section. Data in the first 20 seconds of the time series
of each subject is dropped to minimise the start-up effects. The remaining samples
are supposed to be median filtered so that any point with a value 3 Standard De-
viation (SD) greater or less than the median value will be also be dropped. There
are two features describing the fluctuation magnitude of stride intervals, namely
the normalised SD where SD is normalised to the mean of the gait waveform and
the detrended SD where the waveform is detrended using the first order difference
prior. Dynamics of the fluctuation is measured by three features, namely the frac-
tal scaling index (FSI), the autocorrelation decay time (ADT) and the normalised
non-stationary index (NSI).
3.5.4 Detection of pathological gait with Parkinson’s disease
using the PDB Database
For the PDB database, features extracted from gait cycles are used with different
algorithms. The results of sparse representation-based algorithms is presented and
compared to those using support vector machine (SVM).
Experiments using SVM
In the experiments using SVM, the open-source support vector machine library,
“libsvm” [78] was employed as the baseline performance. Parameters of SVM with
a specific kernel were adjusted, and using each of the features mentioned above, to
achieve the best performance. In this experiment, we tested the linear and radial
basis function kernels. For each kernel and feature, the SVM model was trained
with relevant parameters varying from 2−10 to 211. The best classification rate with
the optimised parameters was chosen as the final result for that kernel-feature. The
SVM models were trained using feature samples and label information of each sample
and then tested by classifying unseen samples.
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Table 3.3: Classification of features using different SVM kernel functions and
Statistical Methods [6]
Linear Kernel Radial Basis Kernel




The widely-used 10-fold cross-validation was taken as the validation method
to evaluate the generalisation performance (classification rate). Feature samples
from 157 subjects were grouped into 10 folds. Each fold involves samples extracted
from both patients and controls. Features samples extracted from controls were
all marked as normal while those extracted from abnormal persons were marked
as pathological. All samples collected from the same person were assigned to the
same fold. Each fold thus held 15 to 17 subjects. At each cross-validation iteration,
feature samples in one fold were reserved as test fold while the other folds were used
to train the classifiers. The iteration continued until all folds were once used as
the test fold. The cross-validation performance was tested on all the three features
using both the proposed algorithms and SVM.
A subject can be recognised as a gait-intact subject when majority of feature cy-
cles extracted from this gait signal are classified as normal. We apply the previously
verified classifier and features to the PDB database and compare the classification
results with those using sparse representation based algorithms in subsequent sec-
tions.
Table 3.3 shows the best classification rate with SVM on different features using
two kernel functions with optimised parameters. The radial basis kernel recom-
mended by [78] works best across all the features with the highest classification rate
of 81.53% for LRHT. The confusion matrix for this result is shown in Table 3.4. The
cost parameter c and degree value in the kernel function are 25 and 2−4 respectively.
According to Table 3.3, LRHT containing force information from heels and toes of
both limbs shows the highest discrimination among control and pathological gait.
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Table 3.4: Confusion Matrix for Radial Basis Kernel with respect to LRHT
Number of Controls Number of Patients
True 51 77
False 18 11
Table 3.5: Experimental Results for SRC†
Features
Classification Rate Sparsity
SRCI SRCJ SRCI SRCJ
VGRF 58.60% 63.69% 5 25
VGRFFT 59.24% 60.51% 25 15
LRHT 75.16% 76.64% 20 10
Experiments using a modified SRC
The standard SRC proposed in [20] has been modified in the experiment and labelled
as SRC†. The manually constructed dictionaries were replaced with learned dictio-
naries for each class. This modification is made to enable the training of dictionaries
without clinical knowledge on certain diseases because training standard SRC will
require clinicians to recognise the representative gait cycles related to patients and
controls. This modification accelerates the experiment process. Performance of the
joint dictionary and individual dictionaries was also tested on the above-mentioned
features. For the experiments using SRC†, features extracted from pathological and
control subjects were used to train two dictionaries separately. The test samples
stacked in column vectors were sparsely encoded either by two dictionaries sepa-
rately or by a joint dictionary. Experiments on individual dictionaries (SRCI) and
the joint dictionary (SRCJ) were conducted for various levels of sparsity. Classifica-
tion rates using one joint dictionary and two individual dictionaries are compared
in Section 3.6. The dictionary sizes for the feature VGRF, VGRFFT and LRHT are
350, 75, 900 respectively.
As shown in Table. 3.5, with a joint dictionary, the highest classification rate of
76.64% was achieved by SRCI with feature LRHT. For sparse coding using individual
dictionaries, a relatively lower classification rate of 75.16% was reached, which is
rather close the that of SRCJ . However, SRCJ with a joint dictionary is more
robust to the changes of sparsity as is shown in Fig. 3.6. Both SRCI and SRCJ were
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Figure 3.6: Experiment results with sparsity from 5 to 50.
conducted three times on LRHT. The classification results against each sparsity
value are shown in Fig. 3.6. With the sparsity increasing, the classification rates of
SRCJ tend to converge to 74% while those for SRCI are still fluctuating.
Experiments using D-KSVD and LC-KSVD
The parameter tuning procedure was also applied on D-KSVD and LC-KSVD. The
classification rates obtained with the optimised parameters were later used to eval-
uate features and algorithms. The training and test data groups for LC-KSVD and
D-KSVD follow the same procedure as those for SRC† in Section 3.5.4. Control and
pathological samples were jointly used to train a unique dictionary with potential
sub-dictionaries embedded. Two classifiers were trained with these two algorithms
jointly. The test gait samples were firstly sparsely encoded using a dictionary and
the sparse codes were then classified using the linear classifier trained together with
the dictionaries.
Compared to SRC†, the additional parameter to be adjusted in D-KSVD is α
which controls the contribution of classification errors in the objective function. We
verified values of
√
α in (3.3) from 2−10 to 211 as for SVM and SRC†. LC-KSVD
further adds the parameter β that adjusts the penalty of using atoms with different
labels than the input sample. This parameter,
√
β in (3.5), was also tested with
the value varying from 2−10 to 211. Both α and β were tested with the sparsity
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Table 3.6: Experimental Results for D-KSVD on LRHT













10 78.98% 2−1 2−4
25 81.53% 2−7 2−7
40 81.53% 2−7 2−7
55 83.44% 2−10 22
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Figure 3.7: Experiment Results for D-KSVD and LC-KSVD with Varying Pa-
rameters.
values 10, 25, 40, 55. The best performance for each sparsity level is shown in
Table 3.6 and Table 3.7.
The classification rates using D-KSVD and LC-KSVD on the LRHT features
based on gait cycles are shown in Fig. 3.7. As shown in Fig. 3.7 (a), when spar-
sity reaches a certain threshold, allocating more atoms for reconstructing the input
signal did not positively impact the classification rate but the simulation speed of
the experiments deteriorates. For both D-KSVD and LC-KSVD with a constant
sparsity, a large-valued parameter α or β will overfit the classification model. The
classification rate decreased when the value of
√
α exceeded 26. In these cases, clas-
sification errors dominate the reconstruction error. The added label information will
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Table 3.8: Performance of the Sliding Window Based Feature
Window Size 50 100
D-KSVD 71.97% 73.25%
LC-KSVD 76.43% 76.43%
dominate the input signals, which leads to a high training classification rate while
the general performance becomes poor.
Sliding Windows based Features for Diagnosis
The sliding window based feature has an advantage of less pre-processing and is
suitable for real-time gait analysis. This is especially useful when providing real
time feedback during the rehabilitation of patients. The real time feedback can get
better involvement of the patients into the process. The size of the patches extracted
by the sliding window determines the size of atoms in the dictionary.
Experiments have been conducted to demonstrate the performance in detecting
pathological gait and the relationship between different window sizes. Compared
to the algorithm described in Section 3.5.4, here only the input signals are changed
from LRHT to the features extracted using the sliding window. Table 3.8 shows
the results of applying D-KSVD and LC-KSVD extracted patches with different
sizes. The patches were extracted from gait signals in the PDB dataset. Recall
that the sampling frequency of the PDB dataset is 100Hz, the utilised window sizes
are 50 and 100 samples (0.5 and 1 second respectively) with an overlap of half of
the window size. The classification results dropped with respect to the event-based
segmentation. This decrease in accuracy is caused by the sliding window based
segmentation. The segmented cycles are of fixed length but include different portions
of a gait cycles. This essentially makes the segmented data more complicated. The
changes in window size does not influence the LC-KSVD much but D-KSVD works
better with a larger size of windows.
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Table 3.10: Confusion Matrix for D-KSVD
CTRL Ht Pk ALS
CTRL 6 7 3 0
Ht 1 16 2 1
Pk 4 7 3 1
ALS 1 4 2 4
3.5.5 Differentiating Multiple Gait Related Diseases using
the NDD database
The NDD database includes GRF signals from healthy people and patients with
three gait related diseases including Parkinson’s disease. In this section, results of
applying sparse D-KSVD and LC-KSVD to distinguish patients suffering Parkin-
son’s disease from other patients and healthy people are presented. Experiments
have been conducted on the NDD dataset to distinguish Parkinson’s disease from
three other diseases (i.e. 4-class classification). The experimental results have been
shown in Table 3.9. Both algorithms are not showing very good results because the
GRF signals of the four diseases is very similar except for the Huntington’s disease.
Clinical diagnosis of such diseases generally require investigating more factors which
are not available in the GRF signals. The confusion matrix for the results using
D-KSVD is shown in Table 3.10. From the confusion matrix, it clearly shows that
patients suffering from the Huntington’s disease gains the highest classification rate
due to the special dancing-style movement which is significantly different from other
disease.
3.6 Summary
Among all the classification algorithms, LC-KSVD reached the maximum classifica-
tion rate of 83.44%. SVM and D-KSVD converged at 81.53% with SRC† being at
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76.64%. All the highest rates were achieved on LRHT. Although the highest clas-
sification rates of SVM and sparse representation-based algorithms are quiet close
(only three more persons were correctly classified for the case with 83.44%), the
latter methods are more descriptive and interpretable.
According to results quoted above, LRHT turns out to be the most discrim-
inative feature between pathological and control subjects. GRF changes beneath
heels and toes are generally used to differentiate gait phases during walking [52].
LRHT contains interpolated GRF cycles from heels and toes of both limbs, which
provides not only the durations and orders of gait phases but also conditions of
walking balance. Pathological subjects in this dataset are in Stage Two or over of
the Hoehn and Yahr Stages of Parkinson’s disease, wherein stage symptoms start to
impact both limbs. Thus, LRHT provides extensive information about symptoms
manifesting in gait.
In Fig. 3.8, the original VGRF cycle (OC) and main component (MC) are shown
together with three variation components (VC) with the largest amplitudes. Both
samples were projected onto the same dictionary trained by LC-KSVD. Main com-
ponent of the misclassified pathological sample in Fig. 3.8 (b) gains features of a
control sample when compared to MC in Fig. 3.4 (a). Misclassified control sam-
ples undergoes similar variation (Fig. 3.8 (a)). The manner in which samples are
sparsely represented determines the results of the classification. Because OMP was
used to decompose input samples, similarities between the samples and atoms dom-
inate the representation process. In our case, feature samples are extracted from
quasi-periodic signals which are of high similarity, and this distorts the classification
algorithms.
Due to correlations among gait cycles, it is necessary to improve the logic of
determining class labels of subjects based on cycle labels. In future work we may
explore data fusion techniques, so decisions on each gait cycle may be combined
using some of the classifier combination techniques [79, 80]. Meanwhile, all gait
cycles are currently treated as a single cycle in the sparse coding stage. In fact,
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Figure 3.8: Examples of misclassified samples from both pathological and con-
trol subjects.
feature samples extracted from the same person are supposed to share a similar
main component. Constraints on the similarity of sparse codes for a certain subject
may also assist in classifying subjects according to gait cycles.
In this chapter, we model gait as sparsely represented signal based on learned
dictionary to address the variability of gait data within and among subjects. Dictio-
naries were designed to possess both representative and discriminative properties.
Our representation forms the basis of features extracted and used in a classifica-
tion scheme that detects pathological gaits of persons suffering Parkinson’s disease.
We provide rigorous experiments to evaluate and validate our proposed scheme.
Results indicate that our proposed scheme provide promising results in identifying





In this chapter, we follow the representation error based classification and propose
a supervised algorithm to learn a hybrid dictionary, which separately represents the
components shared by multiple classes with a common dictionary and discriminative
components of individual classes with class-specific dictionaries. Classifications of
unseen data follow the discrimination criterion based on representation errors. This
criterion is formulated to introduce discriminations on class-specific dictionaries by
maximising representation discrepancy among class-specific dictionaries regarding a
test sample. The class-shared dictionary, on the other hand, is trained so that it
can well represent any data while leaving the discriminative components to class-
specific dictionaries. In essence the class-shared dictionary dedicatedly contributes
to collaborative representation and reduces representation errors for all samples.
4.1 Introduction
In the task of learning discriminative dictionaries for classification, previous litera-
ture has found that data of different classes shares coherent information and elim-
53
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inating such information helps reduce misclassification [12] but risks degenerating
the representative ability of the dictionary. One common solution, as mentioned
in above chapters, is to learn a hybrid dictionary which concentrates the coherent
information across different data classes into a class-shared dictionary leaving the
class-specific dictionaries more discriminative. However, the methods reviewed in
Section 2.2 to learn a hybrid dictionary consisting of class-shared as well as class-
specific dictionaries did not explicitly define and constrain the separated common
components but rather model the common parts as residuals after removing class-
specific components [17, 43]. Such separated common components could include
dedicated parts of a certain class and are still discriminative in differentiating these
classes from others [81]. Kong et al. [17] and Zhou et al. [43] did not apply specific
constraints in constructing the common dictionary neither. In general, it is not clear
what should be represented by the common dictionary or otherwise by class-specific
dictionaries. More specifically, the criteria for decomposing data samples into two
separated components that are represented by common and class-specific dictionar-
ies are not clear. The resultant algorithm largely depends on the initialisation of the
dictionary. Here, we clarify this matter by defining the common components as the
parts of data shared by more classes and upon removing which, the class-specific
dictionaries can be more dedicated to represent samples from a single class. In an
effort similar to ours, Shen et al. [44] proposed a multi-level framework with a clear
definition of dictionaries and classifiers at each level. Conceptually, their common
dictionary is at the top level and captures the basic representation information of all
classes; sample classification is achieved by selecting the appropriate branch of the
hierarchy. This quickly distinguish the definition and purpose of a hybrid dictionary
from that given in [44].
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4.2 Defining the Class-shared and Class-specific
Components
In this section, we explore the expected properties of properly separated class-shared
and class-specific components of data samples, which will later become guides on
the learning process of dictionaries to separate those components.
Here we start with a straight forward scenario, the SRC [20]. Recall that in
SRC for face recognition, each class is given a dictionary built with face images
from the same class. These dictionaries corresponds to class-specific dictionaries in
the context of a hybrid dictionary. The representation by a dictionary concatenat-
ing all these class-specific dictionaries has been discussed in [40] as the collaborative
representation and arguably a more important factor than sparsity in the classi-
fication task. The collaborative representation, which relies on coherence among
classes, implies that with sufficient similarity in dictionaries, given a test sample yj
of class i ∈ C, dictionaries, Dk (k ∈ C, k 6= i), trained for other classes could also
represent it. The collaborations of atoms from different class-specific dictionaries
has been identified as a main contributor to the success of SRC in [40]. This is
because of its crucial role in maintaining the fidelity of representation, which is a
prerequisite of good classification performance for SRC. Though collaborative rep-
resentations are necessary to achieve a good representation but they also increase
the risk of misclassification, especially when samples to be classified are of high sim-
ilarity [42, 17]. Consider a scenario where multiple class-specific dictionaries could
contribute equally to the reconstruction of the test sample and the classification
results may rely on representing some trivia parts of the test sample, which leads to
incorrect classification.
As a result, discriminative constraints have been introduced into the training
process of classification-oriented dictionaries; for example, incoherence between sub-
dictionaries [12] and Fisher discrimination rules [14]. These methods explicitly force
a poor representation of coherent or common information among different classes
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by directly incurring an increase in the representation error. When the objective
function consists of representative constraint, i.e. ‖yj − Dxj‖22 in Eq. (2.15), the
effects of discriminative constraints are limited. A separated representation of these
common components resolves such problems [17]. In order to represent the common
components separately, we construct one additional dictionary D0 which is dedicated
to the common components. Since there are |C| classes in the dataset, we have |C|+1
dictionaries in D, i.e. the common dictionary, D0, to be used by samples from any
classes and the class-specific dictionaries Di, to be used by samples from the i
th
class. The dictionary D ∈ Rm×N now becomes D = {Di}|C|i=0, where N =
∑|C|
i=0 Ni is
the total number of atoms with the respective dictionaries consisting of Ni atoms.
The class-shared component in data is estimated and sparsely represented by the
products of D0 and the relevant sparse coefficients X
D0 = {xD0j }|Y|j=1. Compared to
the standard SRC, the classification process is now revised as,
{label for yj} = arg min
∀i∈C
‖yj − [D0,Di]x[D0,Di]j ‖22. (4.1)
Here, a few terminologies associated with Eq. (4.1) are defined for easy reference in
future sections. The concatenation of the common dictionary and a class-specific
dictionary, [D0,Di], will be referred to as D̂i (i ∈ [1, |C|]). Let D¬i denote the
concatenation of the set of dictionaries {Dk}|C|k=0 (k ∈ C, k 6= i) excluding Di. With
the new terminologies, Eq (4.1) can be rewritten as,
{label for yj} = arg min
∀i∈C
‖yj − D̂ixD̂ij ‖22. (4.2)
We now discuss the properties of the estimated class-shared components at the
level of individual samples and classes. These properties are essential for a successful
separation. For individual samples, because the shared components by a small group
of classes are potentially discriminative in the classification process [81] to distinguish
samples from classes outside this small group, the estimated shared components
should be shared by most of the samples in the data set. This ensures that atoms
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in D0 are used in representing as many samples as possible, which contributes to
the collaborative representation. At the class level, the real common components of
the data should be something that increases the representation discrepancy among
dictionaries after it is removed. For class-shared components, we expect them to
be shared globally by as many classes as possible rather than locally shared by a
few classes. In order to maximise the globally shared components represented by
D0, a criterion stating the similarity between samples of the i
th class and samples of
classes other than class i is necessary. By enforcing the similarity indicator during
the training process, D0 is able to better represent globally shared components
rather than locally shared components.
Based on the above-mentioned intuitions to construct common and class-specific
dictionaries, at the sparse coding stage, we expect that atoms from fewer specific
dictionaries are selected to reconstruct each sample while atoms in the common
dictionary are encouraged to participate in the representations of as many samples
as possible. This is achieved by introducing the group constraint with overlapped
groups [32] into the standard sparse coding objective function in Section 4.3. Pre-
vious literature [11, 12] has shown that regularising on atoms leads to improved
discrimination over classes. We further propose constraints on class-specific and
class-shared atoms to make dictionaries more selective in representing samples from
one single class in Section 4.4. We solve the proposed problem in Section 4.5.
4.3 Constructing Sparse Codes with Desired Pat-
terns
As described previously, dictionary learning algorithms generally consist of two
stages, the sparse coding and atoms updating stage. In this section, we focus on
the sparse coding methods. The unsupervised sparse coding as distinct from the
extensively used supervised sparse coding methods is firstly discussed and then we
introduce a sparse coding method with prior patterns enforced to fit the classification
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model.
4.3.1 In Defence of an Unsupervised Sparse Coding in Dic-
tionary Learning
Dictionary learning algorithms, either for representative or discriminative purposes,
generally include two stages, i.e. sparsely encoding training samples against a dic-
tionary to obtain sparse codes of each training sample and updating atoms in the
dictionary according to an objective function consisting of the sparse codes as known
variables. In the learning process, the sparse codes are latent or inter-median vari-
ables which the subsequent classifiers or error indicators depend on [31]. Decisions
on class labels are further made upon the behaviours of the classifiers or indicators.
Most discriminative dictionary learning methods introduce label information
into the sparse coding process at the training stage by directly enforcing the sparse
coding to follow certain patterns [17, 42]. We argue that this is not necessary and
will increase the over-fitting risks. In general, a classification algorithm aims to
construct a function which maps an input sample from the data or feature space
to the label space. Such a mapping function is referred to as the decision function
hereinafter. The one-vs-all multi-class classification model is considered here. Given
a dataset Y = {Yi}|C|i=1 with |C| classes, a pre-defined binary classifier for class i ∈ C
identifies whether a given sample yj ∈ Y is from class i or not. In many cases,
we can treat the classifier as a scoring function which scores the likelihood of yj
belonging to class i. If we denote the scoring function by g(yj,ω i) with ω i as the set
of function parameters, the decision function of the one-vs-all classification model
is written as,
f(yj) = arg min
∀i∈C
g(yj,ω i). (4.3)
The scoring function g(yj,ω i) scores a test sample with different sets of parameters
and the decision function labels the test sample based on the scores. In order to
obtain the function parameters, g(yj,ω i) is included in a loss function `(·) which
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measure the classification loss, such as the hinge and logistic losses. Optimising the
loss function with ω i as variables provides a feasible set of parameters for the clas-
sification model. For a binary classifier of class i, following the convention, we label
the positive samples (samples from class i) as +1 while negative samples (samples




`(1− l ∗ g(yj,ω i)), l ∈ {+1,−1}, (4.4)
via changing the parameters in ω i. The objective function (4.4) is a measure of the
error in identifying samples belonging to class i. The scoring function (or classifier)
of an individual class is generally trained individually to minimise (4.4) and this
training process on an abstract level can be understood as evaluating g(yj,ω i) over
all training samples and then updating ω i to minimise loss values for this individual
classifier. In the multi-class classification task, this two-step procedure is usually
run across all classifiers for multiple iterations in order to obtain better performance.
Note that the scoring function is the same in both training and testing stages without
any label information included. The decision on a test sample is made based on the
values given by all the scoring function. Through the training stage, the labels
are used to evaluate the performance of the current classifier as values of the loss
functions so that ω i can be updated later to minimise such losses.
In the situation where we include sparse representation in the classification
algorithm which implements the one-vs-all multi-class classification model, we refer
to
g(yj,Di) = ‖yj −DixDij ‖22, (4.5)
as the scoring function and the inter-median variable xj is obtained through solving
xj = arg min
xj
‖yj −Dxj‖22. (4.6)
The scoring function (4.5) assesses the fidelity of representation by the dictionary
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Di. The test sample yj is predicted as belonging to class i (∀i ∈ C) if the dictionary
for class i, Di, gives the minimal representation error. The decision function is
hereby described as
f(yj) = arg min
∀i∈C
g(yj,Di) (4.7)
where f(yj) identifies the label of yj on top of the scoring function g(yj,Di). Ac-








j )− `(yj,DkxDkj )],∀i ∈ C. (4.8)




j ) = ‖yj −DixDij ‖22. (4.9)
With the l2 norm, the objectives are to maximise the function (4.8) for every
dictionary so that a sample could be represented by the correct dictionary with
small errors while incorrect dictionaries with large errors. As mentioned previously
in Chapter 2, many methods have been proposed to achieve dictionaries which could
optimise (4.8). One general way to introduce label information in the sparse coding
stage of the scoring function (4.5), is either implicitly [42] or explicitly [17], which
increases the risk of over-fitting, i.e. generating good training performance while
poor generalisation performance. Clearly, introducing label information in the scor-
ing function reduces the training error rates quickly and ensures the convergence of
the whole algorithm but will hide inappropriate parameters in ω i from the param-
eter updating stage which aims to correct those flaws. We argue that the sparse
coding process and the resultant sparse codes in the scoring function should remain
unsupervised and identical in both training and testing stages because of similar
reasons mentioned above. We need a fair way to assess each training sample so
that the dictionary could be updated to address the incorrectly classified samples.
Lifting the training classification rate with labels in (4.5) hides samples which are
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potentially to be incorrectly classified and the dictionary will not take advantage of
these hidden samples for a better classification in subsequent parameter-updating
stage. The hidden training errors disturbs subsequent dictionary updating stage
whose aims are to update D in order to correct those errors. In an extreme ex-
ample, given a set of training data, even a randomly initialised D in a supervised
sparse coding could generate better training rates than the expected random guess
while surely we would expect poor generalisation performance.
In the proposed algorithm, the coding stage in training remains unsupervised,
which includes no label information on sparse codes but only prior knowledge of
atoms which are variables to update. With the above-mentioned reasons, the sparse
coding stage is designed in an unsupervised manner with prior knowledge on atoms
as described in later section.
4.3.2 Group Sparse Coding with Overlapped Groups
The sparse codes reflect how each atom in the dictionary “understands” the data.
Components of the data represented by an atom is actually the receptive field of the
atom. Here, we aim to construct the receptive fields of multiple groups (i.e. sub-
dictionaries) of atoms to be more selective to either common components shared
by multiple classes or specific components of a certain class. The partitioning of D
into common and specific dictionaries has divided sparse codes into groups with each
corresponding to one of the dictionaries (i.e. the common group and specific groups).
Restricting the selection of atoms in representing samples from different classes will
result in a pattern of sparse codes. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.1 where desired
patterns for two classes are shown. This designed patterns introduce prior knowledge
of atoms and dictionaries into the sparse coding stage. In representing yj, we expect
that fewer specific groups will be involved in the representation while the common
group are activated as often as possible. This intuition promotes the high usage of
the common dictionary regardless of samples’ classes while limiting the collaborative
representation which spreads multiple groups of atoms. In essence, it concentrates
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of Code Patterns. The sparse codes of digit images
from USPS [5] have been segmented into 11 blocks by the dotted lines. Each
block corresponds to either the common or one of 10 specific dictionaries. The
first block is the common block. Images from the same class is expected to share
the same code pattern. (a) and (b) show the sparse codes and relevant code
patterns for Digit 0 and 7 respectively. The green segments identify the activated
blocks while the blue segments show inactive blocks. This figure is best viewed
in colour.
similarities shared by some or all of the classes into the common dictionary so that
each specific dictionary will focus more on discriminative rather than representation
components. The sparse coding stage is formulated to accomplish the proposed
requirement.
Incorporating prior knowledge into sparse codes as patterns has been broadly
researched as Group Lasso [82, 32, 30]. Our above-mentioned intuition can be
achieved via the group sparsity constraint used in group lasso. Let G = {gi}|C|i=0
define |C|+1 groups on xj. The common group here can be treated as the overlapped
part across specific groups, which, denoted by g0, includes indices of atoms belonging
to D0 and hence the indices of corresponding coefficients in xj, which was earlier
denoted as xD0j . According to the desired patterns for each class, the common group
is shared by all the specific groups and is included in gi (∀i ∈ C) as the overlapped
section. The group gi therefore includes indices of atoms belonging to Di as well
as those belonging to the class-shared dictionary D0. Let v
gi
j denote the slice of xj
according to gi. The vector v
gi
j is of the same dimension as xj and include coefficients
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where Ω(·) meets the requirement of being a norm [32]. It is a regularisation term
which sums the l2 norms of all specific groups. If the l2 norms of groups are written
in a vector uj as
uj = [‖vg1j ‖2, ‖vg2j ‖|2, . . . , ‖v
g|C|
j ‖2], (4.12)
then we have Ω(xj) = ‖uj‖1 which indicates that minimising Ω(·) actually forces
fewer groups to be non-zero, i.e. reducing the number of groups involved in the rep-
resentation process with a minimum of one. This is similar to the sparsity applied on
individual atoms by the l1 norm, which we shall refer to as atom-level sparsity. Via
limiting the number of activated groups in representation, the previously collabora-
tively represented components are transferred to the common dictionary. Because
each specific group gi also includes the common group g0 as an overlapped section,
adding Ω(·) as a regulariser in the standard sparse coding objective function will
promote the desired pattern. The new objective function for sparsely encoding a
given sample yj is written as
arg min
xj
‖yj −Dxj‖22 + λ1Ω(xj) + λ2‖xj‖1, (4.13)
for ∀ yj ∈ Y.
In Eqn. (4.13) the three terms respectively constrain the signal fidelity, group-level
sparsity and atom-level sparsity with a given dictionary D and the vector xj as the
variable to be optimised upon.
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The optimisation problem (4.13) is the conventional sparse group lasso, the
Tree Lasso, which is well researched and has efficient solvers available [32]. The
formulation is now fully unsupervised without any label information included. The
next step is to associate specific dictionaries with classes, i.e. regularising Di to
exclusively represent samples from class i. This is discussed in detail in Section 4.4.
4.4 Regularisations on Dictionary Atoms
Recall our intuition to learn a hybrid dictionary with specific dictionaries focus-
ing exclusively on individual classes and the class-shared dictionary contributing to
general representations. With a supervised sparse coding, the immediate way is to
update atoms in D with given sparse codes to minimise the representation errors.
More discriminative power could be obtained by forcing the class-specific dictionar-
ies to be more divergent from each other. A direct discriminative criterion derived
from our intuition is that the pair of the common dictionary and a class-specific dic-
tionary, D̂i = [D0, Di], should represent samples from class i better than any other
pairs of common and specific dictionaries. In order to achieve this discriminative
criterion, we on one hand, force the common dictionary D0 to capture shared in-
formation of different classes and on the other hand forces class-specific dictionaries
to focus on only class-related parts of samples. In this section, the representative




with X obtained through sparse coding process, is enhanced by constraints on atoms
under the one-vs-all classification model where the multi-class classification problem
is divided into multiple binary classification problems. The general method to incor-
porate such constraints is by adding an extra term to the representative objective
function (4.14), which measures or reflects the current classification performance.
This extra term is generally a function of the dictionary and minimising the overall
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objective function results in a more discriminative dictionary.
4.4.1 Measuring Classification via Representation Errors
In this section, we introduce a discriminative term which implements the discrimina-
tive criterion based on representation errors. By using inner product as a measure of
similarity among different vectors (assuming an inner product space), we formulate
the linear discriminative function similar to the scoring function used in Eq. (4.8)
as an error measure on D̂1 and sample yj as,
rij = ȳ
T




= ȳTj ·DixDij −
|C|∑
k 6=i
ȳTj ·DkxDkj , (4.15)
where ȳj = Dxj is the represented sample by D and the common dictionaries in both
D̂i and D̂k are identical and cancels each other. Note that the first term ȳj ·DixDij
and the second term
∑|C|
k 6=i ȳj ·DkxDkj in rij respectively measure similarities between
the “correctly” as well as “incorrectly” represented components of ȳj which is the
represented components of the data sample ȳj by all the dictionaries except for the
common dictionary. Intuitively, in Eq. (4.15), the first term reaches its maximum, if
all representation is due to the corresponding class-specific dictionary, implying that




if yj is in class ci, r
i
j > 0
else rij < 0
. (4.16)
A geometric interpretation of rij is shown in Fig. 4.2 where the emboldened yel-
low segment rcij indicates whether Di represents ȳj better than other class-specific
dictionaries Dk (k 6= i). Fig. 4.2 (a) demonstrates a scenario when ȳj ·DixDij and
∑|C|
k 6=i ȳj ·DkxDkj are positive while Fig. 4.2 (b) shows situation when
∑|C|
k 6=i ȳj ·DkxDkj
is negative. The negative value also indicates a lower similarity. The sign of rij is




















Figure 4.2: Visualisation of error measure constraint for rij > 0. This figure is
best viewed in colour.
an indicator of whether ȳj will be predicted as a sample from class i. For easy
reference of these represented components, we now define a symbol template w
(...)
j
as the multiplication of a dictionary or a concatenation of multiple dictionaries with
corresponding sparse coefficients, where (. . .) represents the indices of involved dic-




















j represents the component represented by Di in yj through the process
of sparsely encoding yj against D. Similarly, D¬ix
D¬i
j corresponds to the component
represented by dictionaries excluding Di and D̂3x
D̂3
j is the component represented
jointly by the third specific and the common dictionary.
The representation error-based method relies on the divergence between repre-
sentation errors using different class-specific dictionaries. The assumption made here
on using inner product instead of the standard l2 norm to measure the representation
fidelity is that the projections of wij and w
¬i
j onto the normal vector of ȳj are either
small or of small difference. This assumption will ensure the inner product-based
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error measurement remains a feasible indicator of the representation while keeping
the first order benefits. In practice, with the context of sparse representation, this
assumption holds well.
We now analyse Eq. (4.15) to show the advantages of rij. Because the represen-
tation errors e = {εj}|y|j=1 and the parts represented by the common dictionary w0j
are the same in both operands of the subtraction in Eq. (4.15), we can assume both
w0j and e are fixed and then rewrite the simplified version of r
i






j > − < w¬0j ,w¬(0,i)j >
=‖w¬0j ‖2‖wij‖2 cos γ − ‖w¬0j ‖2‖w0,ij ‖2 cos β, (4.18)
where w¬0j = ȳj − D0xD0j . As shown in Fig. 4.3 (a), the addition of wij (the
represented components by Di), w
¬i
j (the represented components by class-specific
dictionaries excluding Di) and w
0
j (the represented components by the common
dictionary D0) results in ȳj (the represented version of yj). The representation







j , which are the parts in yj represented by all the class-specific















Substituting Eq. (4.19) in Eq. (4.18) to replace ‖wij‖22 and ‖w¬(0,i)j ‖22, the equation
is rewritten as,
rij =










As shown in Eq. (4.20), the scoring function proposed in Eq. (4.15) considers
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Geometric relationship on vectors in Eq. (4.18). (a) D with D0
representing yj ; (b) D without D0 representing yj .




j for the score of yj, which is later used in the
decision function to identify the class of yj. This three-way check further ensures
the classification performance. We recall the conclusion claimed in [40] for Eq. (4.1),




‖w¬0j ‖22 + ‖w0j‖22 + εj, (4.21)
where only two angles are checked. Our new scoring function not only assess γ but
also the relationship between β and γ. From this perspective, we claim the new
classifier is more discriminative and effective than the previously published ones.
4.4.2 Introducing Local Invariance to the Discriminative
Measurement
The inadeqaucy of the use of Euclidean distance on images have been discussed in
the literature [83, 84]. This inadeqaucy arises from the fact that the computation of
Euclidean distance focuses only on the distance of pixels in corresponding locations.
Suppose we have two images I1 ∈ Rm×n and I2 ∈ Rm×n. The Euclidean distance
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[I1(i, j)− I2(i, j)]2, (4.22)
where i and j are indices of elements in the matrices (or vectors). If we represent
I1 and I2 as two vectors y1 and y2 respectively, by sequentially concatenating each
column, we can have a more informative representation of (4.22) as,
d(y1, y2) =
√
(y1 − y2)T · (y1 − y2). (4.23)
The Euclidean distance is easily seen as a special case of parameterised Mahalanobis
distance, and a generalised form of (4.23) can be written as,
dA(y1, y2) =
√
(y1 − y2)TA(y1 − y2), (4.24)
where the metric matrix A ∈ Rmn×mn is the identity matrix.
In order for this distance not to be sensitive to local deformations, inter-pixel
relationships should be taken into consideration. In [84], the entries of A are based
on prior knowledge rather than using identity matrix. By assuming the deformations
on images from the same class are small and restricted in local areas, the distance
between two elements in y1 and y2 is a weighted sum of all elements in y1 and y2.






where Pi is the coordinate of the element y1(i) in the original image I1 and |Pi− pj|
is the Euclidean distance between the two coordinates Pi and Pj. Based on the
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Replacing this image based distance (4.26) with the normal inner product in Eq. (4.15)
as the similarity measure between yj and wj, we have,
r̃ij = y
T
j · A ·wij −
|C|∑
k 6=i
yTj · A ·wkj . (4.27)
This new measurement can be treated as a special case where yj is multiplied by
a weight matrix A and both wj and A are known a priori. Hence, without causing
ambiguity, in the following formulation, both rij and r̃
i
j will be referred to as r
i
j for
simplicity and only distinguish them during the evaluation of performance.
4.4.3 Learning Class-Shared and Class-Specific Dictionaries
After each training sample is sparsely encoded against D, sparse codes are used as
reference for updating the atoms of dictionaries. Each dictionary Di (∀i ∈ [0, C]) is
optimised individually to minimise the representation errors as well as similarities
of different class-specific dictionaries, which essentially reduces classification errors
over training samples. Hence in our proposed algorithm, only one of {Di}Ci=0 will
be optimised at a time while other dictionaries kept fixed. This is also a general
method used by various dictionary learning algorithms [17, 42]. In the one-vs-all
classification model, each data sample will change its label based on whether this
data sample is from the class identified by the classifier. Here let sij denote binary





+1, yj ∈ Yi
−1, yj 6∈ Yi
. (4.28)
In order to obtain a hybrid dictionary which offers good classification performance,
the objectives of class-specific dictionaries are to get the difference between wij and
w
¬(0,i)
j maximised while those for the class-shared dictionary is to pursue the rep-
resentation of shared components among different class-specific dictionaries. These
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, Di 6= D0, ∀yj ∈ Y. (4.29)
The objective function for Di (i ∈ [1, C]) when D0 is fixed is presented and then
the focus is switched to look at that for D0 when Di (∀i 6= 0) are fixed. These two
objective functions are alternately optimised to achieve an optimal dictionary which
achieves both discrimination over classes and representation over all sample.




j for every sample yj in
Y. Here, instead of maximising sijr
i
j, we are minimising the distance regarding the





l(‖w¬0j ‖22 − sijrij), (4.30)
where ‖w¬0j ‖22 is the upper bond of sijrij, which is fixed while D0 is not updating.





j > − < w¬0j ,w¬(0,i)j >, (4.31)
where the term Dix
Di
j comes with the only variable Di in this loss function while
other dictionaries are kept fixed under this updating phase. For each Di (i ∈ C),
the loss function (4.31) are to be minimised. Through Eq.(4.31), we know that the
l2 norm of w
¬0
j is the upper bound.
Combining this classification loss with the representation loss required by the
representation objective to generate sparse codes X and applying the hinge loss, the









max(0, ‖w¬0j ‖22 − sijrij), ∀i ∈ [0, |C|].
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where λ3 is the parameter which balances the relative importance of discriminative
and representative constraints with λ1 and λ2 controlling the generation of sparse
codes X. Note that this objective function constrains class-specific dictionaries
only and leaving the sparse coding problem in learning and testing stages as in the
unsupervised problem, which reflects our intuition described in Section 4.3.1.
With the hinge loss function, training the class-specific dictionary Di for class i












j ) = ‖w¬0j ‖22 − eij, ∀ i ∈ [1, |C|],
where ej is a λ3-controlled tolerance for violating the constraints and
bDij = − < w¬0j ,w¬(0,i)j > . (4.34)
In the objective function (4.33), w¬0j is the upper bound of r
i




forces Di to represent as many components as possible in w
¬0
j while still allowing
minimal violation of constraints. The class-specific dictionary Di is forced to have
the smallest representation error over Yi, compared to all the other class-specific
dictionaries. The usage of eij essentially allows components of some samples to be
represented by the common dictionary, resulting in more compact and discriminative
dictionaries.
Improved convergence property is obtained by simultaneously updating XDij and
Di as in KSVD [10]. Here, we would follow this method for better efficiency and
convergence. In other words, in each atom updating iteration, wij for Di is firstly
estimated and then atoms inside Di are updated according to estimated w
i
j. We
denote by ω ij the specific parts captured by Di in yj to be estimated, i.e. w
i
j, in order
to distinguish the fixed and variable terms. Solving problem (4.33) for an optimal
Di is the same as solving the problem in its matrix version for clearer presentation,
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which is written as,
arg min
Di











j ) = ‖w¬0j ‖22 − eij,
∀ i ∈ [0, |C|],





i = {ω ij}|Y|j=1. The problem (4.35) is
convex with simple and computationally efficient analytical solution. Each specific
dictionary is updated against the estimated ωDi using the standard KSVD, which
will be described in detail in Section 4.5.
A close inspection of the discriminative constraints on class-specific dictionaries
indicates that they are similar to those in max-margin learning problem where the
purpose is to separate data with margins. The constraints described in Eq. (4.30)
are similar to the constraints in the least square SVM [85] with a linear kernel.
In problem (4.35) and analogous to SVM theory, ω ij is the normal vector of the
hyperplane G(ω ij, b
Di
j ) which separates the data inside and outside class i under the
representative discrimination rule.
Compared to the softmax loss function used by [11], the classification loss of
the proposed formulation is 1) simple, convex and does not require the local linear
approximation of the softmax loss function, 2) more discriminative because we force
the reconstruction error of one class-specific dictionary to be smaller than those of
the remaining class-specific dictionaries by incorporating common dictionary and
thus reduce collaborative representation, 3) linear and provides exact linear penalty
even when samples are very close to the margin. Apart from the difference in classi-
fication loss, our method also comes with a separate common dictionary dedicated
to representing all data samples.
With both the sparse codes X and all specific dictionaries fixed as known prior,
the objective function optimise the common dictionary D0 as the variable to achieve
minimal values. The intuitions are to reduce the components represented by class-
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specific dictionaries but related more to representation rather than discrimination.
The divergence of representation by each class-specific dictionary is then enhanced
and each class-specific dictionary dedicates better to sample from only one class.
Now, we can formulate the objective function for D0 as
arg min
D0











and w̃j refers to w
i
j where i here is the ground truth of yj, which is obtained
as known variables after the updating of class-shared dictionaries. This objective
function seeks to let D0 capture the components in w̃
i
j but also shared by w̃
¬i
j .
Concentrating such components from the class-specific dictionaries to the class-
shared dictionary helps clear samples around the classification boundary and secures
a better classification margin among class.
In this section, we have proposed objective functions in line with our intuitions
to constrain the atoms during the dictionary updating stage following the sparse
coding with overlapped groups. Efficient methods to solve these objectives will be
introduced in Section 4.5.
4.5 Solving Proposed Problems
In order to solve the proposed optimisation problems (4.13) and (4.35), we optimise
alternately between the sample encoding and atom updating processes.
By fixing D, Eq. (4.13) can be reformulated as the tree-structured sparse rep-
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which introduces N new groups with each containing only one atom. Together with
Ω(xj), Eq. 4.38 forms a tree-structured norm with the structure shown in Fig. 4.4. In
the figure, each red frame shows members of a group, i.e. the 2−norm of individual
atoms and groups of atoms are summed as in the tree-structured norm [32]. All the
l2 norm of these groups will be summed in the tree-structured norm. The sparse
coding problem 4.13 is then solved by proximal methods [32], where the weights of
gi equal λ1 and those of atom groups equal λ2.
Figure 4.4: Tree Structure of Regularisation Term Ω(·).
By fixing D0, we apply the method of Lagrange multipliers to the objective
function (4.35) and define the Lagrangian as [85, 86],
L(W i,Ei,Λi) = ‖RDi −W i‖2F + λ3‖Ei‖2F
−tr{Λi[Si(ỸTW i + Bi)− ỸT Ỹ + Ei]} (4.39)
where γij is the real-valued Lagrangian multiplier for each training sample regarding
Di; Ỹ is W
¬0 when the standard rij is used while A
TW¬0 for r̃ij; tr(·) is the trace
norm and
Si = diag([si1, . . . , s
i
|Y|]), B
i = diag([bDi1 , . . . , b
Di
|Y|]),
Λi = diag([γi1, . . . , γ
i
|Y|]), E
i = diag([ei1, . . . , e
i
|Y|]).
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Applying the optimal conditions and properties of trace derivatives, we can obtain
a set of linear equations [85, 86],
∂L
∂W i
= 0→ 2W i − ỸΛiSi = 2RDi
∂L
∂Ei
= 0→ 2λ3Ei − Λi = 0
∂L
∂Λi













Ỹ− SiBi − SiỸTRDi , (4.41)
where I is an identity matrix of the same size as Λi. W i and Ei can then be
solved based on Λi. Note that since Λi is diagonal in our formulation, formal matrix
inversion is obviated and W i is easily obtained. The class-specific dictionary Di is
then updated to minimise the objective function (4.31) using the standard KSVD
algorithm [10]. This process is repeated for all |C| class-specific dictionaries.
When given the sparse codes X for Y and all Di are fixed, we could formulate
the common dictionary updating problem as,
L(W 0,E0,Λ0) = ‖RD0 −W 0‖2F + λ3‖E0‖2F
−tr{Λ0[(Y−W0)T W̃ + Bi − ỸT Ỹ + Ei]} (4.42)
where W̃ equals {w̃j}|Y|j=1 for using rij as the error indicator and {Aw̃j}|Y|j=1 for r̃ij.
Following a similar solving process, we could obtain the following linear system as,
∂L
∂W 0
= 0→ 2W 0 − ỸΛ0 + W̃Λ0 = 2RDi
∂L
∂E0
= 0→ 2λ3E0 − Λi = 0
∂L
∂Λ0
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(Y− W̃)]Λ0 = ỸTW̃−Bi − W̃TRDi . (4.44)
In the proposed optimisation process, matrix inversion is not necessary for either
common or specific dictionaries. They can be solved by Gaussian elimination to
obtain Λi as the solution of the linear system.
4.6 Experimental Design and Results
The proposed algorithm has been validated on the AR Face dataset (ARD) [87] for
the gender classification; Extended Yale B [88] for face recognition and; PDB gait
data set to identify pathological gait; handwritten digits for optical digits recognition
and demonstration of its limitations.
Comparative evaluation was conducted relative to several recently proposed su-
pervised dictionary learning algorithms for classification tasks. Here we associate
abbreviations with each algorithm and provide a brief description. Sparse represen-
tation based classification (SRC) [20] constructs dictionaries for each class directly
using the training samples and decides test sample class labels using the representa-
tion errors of each dictionary. The test sample is labelled with the class associated
with the dictionary which gives the minimum representation error. Dictionary learn-
ing with structure incoherence (DLSI) [12] trains one sub-dictionary for each class
and includes a regularisation term estimating the coherence between each pair of the
sub-dictionaries. Fisher discrimination dictionary learning (FDDL) [14] also trains
multiple sub-dictionaries, each associated with a certain class and forces samples
to be exclusively represented by dedicated sub-dictionaries. Fisher discrimination
rules are introduced by minimising the intra-class scattering and maximising the
inter-class scattering of the sparse codes. Dictionary learning separating the com-
monality and particularity (COPAR) [17] introduces a common dictionary on top of
the SRC-based model and combines the fidelity constraint as well as the incoherence
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constraint in DLSI into the objective function. Experimental results are either taken
as reported in the respective papers or regenerated according to our experimental
design. Latent dictionary learning (LDL) [45] used the latent variable as a feature
selection model to select the most active atoms for each class.
Images are classified as in [45] both globally and locally according to the rep-
resentation errors. Global coding is achieved by concatenating all common and
class-specific dictionaries as the mapping D while local coding encodes each sample
with D̂i. Reconstruction errors are calculated for each class-specific dictionary for
classification. The global coding will be referred to as GC while LC for the local
coding in subsequent sections. In the remaining parts of this section, “EU” refers to
the Euclidean distance while IMED represents the image based Euclidean distance
proposed in Section 4.4.2.
4.6.1 Gender Classification on ARD
Following the selection criterion in [45], a subset of non-occluded face images was se-
lected from the AR face dataset [87]. The subset contains 50 males and 50 females
with each person having 14 images. For a fair comparison with results reported
in [45], the same set of training and test samples was used. The dictionary is
trained using the first 25 males and 25 females with the remaining images used as
test set. The size (number of atoms in the dictionary) of each class-specific dic-
tionary was varied from 250 down to 25; the common dictionary was fixed at 50.
The classification results for both cases are shown in columns 2 and 3 of Table 4.1.
In general, the classification results of our method in terms of both the local and
Table 4.1: Gender classification accucary on AR Face Dataset for various dic-
tionary sizes
Algorithm 250 100 50 25
DLSI [12] 94.0 97.0 95.4 93.7
COPAR [17] 93.4 95.3 94.1 93.0
FDDL-LC(GC) [14] 94.3 (94.3) 96.1 (92.9) 93.7 (94.4) 93.7 (92.1)
LDL-LC(GC) [45] 95.3 (94.8) 93.3 (93.0) 93.0 (92.3) 95.0 (92.4)
EU-LC(GC) (pro-
posed)
98.6 (97.9) 99.0 (98.3) 98.6 (97.0) 98.3 (96.0)
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global coding mechanisms outperform all the other methods. Our results are over
3% points better than those in LDL [45]. The local coding generally works better
than global coding. In Table. 4.1 the worst accuracy of our algorithm with smaller
class-specific dictionaries and global coding is the same as LDL-LC using a 10 times
larger class-specific dictionary and local coding. This can be attributed to our use of
a common dictionary which encodes the general information for representation. A
small class-specific dictionary is still sufficient to represent the discriminative com-
ponents among classes. However, other discriminative dictionary learning meth-
ods (e.g. COPAR) do not clearly define the shared and class-specific components
and this makes the common dictionary powerful enough for representation when
the class-specific dictionary becomes small. Pairwise t-tests between our algorithm
and others (see Table 4.1) at α = 0.05 was each found to be statistically significant
indicating that our algorithm outperform them. Overall p < 0.021.
We further analyse the convergence of our algorithm by investigating the value of
the objective as well as the value of the error tolerance e
Dci
j . Fig. 4.5 (a) illustrates
the fast convergence of the objective function in sparse coding stage. The initial
values of ej are around 0.7 because of the initialisation using KSVD and quickly
goes down to around zero as shown in Fig. 4.5 (b). As shown in Fig. 4.5 (b), the
values of ej during the optimisation process dropped continuously towards zero,
clearly indicating the gain from the property of hinge loss function.
4.6.2 Face Recognition on Extended Yale B Face Dataset
The cropped extended YaleB face dataset [88] contains 2,414 frontal, registered face
images with different facial expressions, illuminations. Images of two subjects are
shown in Fig. 4.6. The images were projected onto a randomly generated matrix with
zero mean and unit variance which results in a 504-dimensional vector as the feature
vectors [20]. Half of the samples were randomly selected as training samples while
the remaining were used as test samples. The classification rates on this dataset
are obtained by running several random selections of training and test samples
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Figure 4.5: (a) Object values in the sparse coding stage. (b) The values of ej
for one subject over the training process.
Figure 4.6: Images of two subjects from the extended Yale B face dataset.
and reporting only the best classification rate. We select the worst partition of
the training and test samples and analyse the results. This partition may have
the training samples which in some cases are fairly bad quality with some severe
corruptions. The classification rates are shown in Table 4.2. In Table 4.2, only the







better classification results using either GC or LC are demonstrated.
In the training process, we further set the size of common dictionary to be


















Spase Codes for the training samples







Figure 4.7: Heat map for sparse codes of training images.
250 while each class-specific dictionary contains only 10 atoms. The classification
rate reduces to 94.36% for global coding and 91.96% for local coding with IMED
distance. This set of parameters comes with fewer specific atoms and thus largely
relies on the common dictionary to represent samples and the specific dictionary
to capture discriminative information. This experimental setting is referred as the
representative setting where the number number of common atoms is 25 times of
the class-specific atoms. The classification rate of the proposed method within this
representative setting can still stay over 90%. The sparse codes of the training
samples are shown in Fig. 4.7 by representing each coefficient values by a colour. A
colour closer to “red” indicates a larger value while a colour close to “blue” represent
a smaller value. “Red” and “blue” are used to represent the maximum and minimum
values while intermediate values are represented by the colours between red and
blue. From Fig. 4.7 we can notice that the class-shared atoms still gained significant
values. The COPAR method collapses with only 100 atoms as the common atoms
where the class-specific atoms represent only trivial components of the face images
and are not activated very often. This special experiment has shown the above-
mentioned problem in traditional learning algorithms for hybrid dictionary, which
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Figure 4.8: Classifications rates of training samples during training process.
we aim to address in the proposed method. The class-shared dictionary has a more
clear definition rather than learning from residuals of class-specific dictionaries.
The training process of the proposed method converges in a few iterations
rapidly. As shown in Fig. 4.8, the training classification rates reaches around 1
in just 20 iterations. The ek values, which represents the gap between components
represented by the true class-specific dictionary and the false class-specific dictio-
naries, have been reduced from around 1 to below 0.1 while the training progresses.
Two examples showing ek values for training samples of subject 1 and subject 7 is
shown in Fig. 4.9.
4.6.3 Pathological Gait Detection
The data set, Gait in Parkinsons Disease (PDB), records vertical GRF when subjects
walked at self-selected speeds. The data set contains vertical force intensity signals
from subjects with Parkinsons disease and controls from physionet.org [74]. For each
subject, eight force sensitive sensors were inserted beneath both left and right feet.
Force intensity for each individual sensor as well as the total force intensity for each
limb are available in this data set. All the information included in this data set is
from three previous studies using the same measurement equipment. The number of
subjects from each study is shown in Table 3.2. Among all the selected 157 subjects,
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Figure 4.9: (a) ek for samples in Class 1. (b) ek for samples in Class 7.
94 subjects are male while 63 subjects are female. The subjects with Parkinsons
disease are of matched age with control subjects. The gait signal is segmented into
quasi-cycles according to the cyclic nature of human walking patterns. Each subjec
is classified as healthy or pathological by a majority voting on the classification
results on each gait cycles. 10-fold cross validation has been used to evaluate the
performance of different algorithms. As can be seen from Table 4.3, our method
achieves the best performance in the methods separating commonality.
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4.6.4 Hand Written Digits Classification on USPS Digits
Dataset
The USPS dataset [5] contains 7, 291 images of hand written digits as the training
samples and 2,007 challenging images as test samples. Because the test samples
are of great variations, an error rate of 2.5% is generally considered as excellent
performance and is close to the error rate by human beings. Some images from both
the training and testing set are shown in Fig. 4.10. The training set includes normal
(a) Images from the training set
(b) Images from the testing set
Figure 4.10: Example images from the USPS digits dataset.
variations of digits while some rare styles of digits have been spotted in the testing
set.
The classification accuracy obtained with several dictionary learning algorithms
are shown in Table 4.4. As can be seen in Fig. 4.11, the learned common atoms are
more homogeneous without a clear shape of certain digits while the particular atoms
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are clearly dedicated to digits from 0 to 9. This is indicative of the fact that the
dataset may not benefit from the advantage offered by common dictionary design.




(b) Atoms in four specific dictionaries
Figure 4.11: Learned Atoms in the Dictionary.
the results shown in Table. 4.4. A few testing samples have been show in Fig. 4.12.
The first two rows give examples of testing digits which are classified with a high
confidence, i.e. the differences between the smaller reconstruction errors and others
are large. The following two rows show two examples which are at the border line.
The final row gives an example which is incorrectly classified. From the first two
rows in Fig. 4.12, some variations of handwritten digits occupying regional (sparse)
areas can be represented by the common dictionary. A prototype digit by one of
the class-specific dictionary is then added to the parts generated by the common
dictionary to from a representation of the testing digit. The third and fourth rows
show two examples which are correctly classified with a lower confidence. Multiple
class-specific dictionaries provide close representation errors. The last row gives an
example of an incorrectly classified digit, which misclassified the digit 3 to 5. This
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is due to the high similarity of the testing sample to both classes. The class-specific
dictionary for digit 5 represents the testing digit better than other class-specific
dictionary do.
Figure 4.12: Decomposition of handwritten digits. The first column shows
the original images of digits to be decomposed; the second column corresponds
to the images constructed by the dictionary to recover the original images of
digits; components contributed by each sub-dictionary including the shared and
all class-specific sub-dictionaries are shown from the third column.
It is noteworthy that the core problem inherent in this dataset is not the ex-
traction commonality of certain features. The main challenges are rotations, scaling
and deformations of the handwritten digits rather than samples with large coher-
ence. This could also be seen from Fig. 4.13 which shows the trend of ek for samples
in Digit 0 and Digit 7. The average value is initially below 0.1 which indicates
that SRC only could provide very good performance without any further training.
The competitive results show the general discriminative property of our algorithm
regarding datasets with not much common information.
4.7 Discussion
A discriminative structured dictionary learning algorithm based on representation
error discrimination rule was proposed and its performance verified. Class-specific
dictionary representation error was formulated as a criterion that enforces class-
specific representation while making common dictionary contribute to general sam-
ple representation. It is noteworthy that the underlying structure of the data set
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Figure 4.13: Values of ek for training sample in (a) Digit 0 (b) Digit 7.
plays a crucial role in the potential benefit of structured dictionary learning meth-
ods. In the case of the USPS data set, the common part was not discernible enough
to provide added benefit to the discriminative part.
Chapter 5
Ordinal Key Poses-Based Human
Action Recognition using 3D
Skeletons
5.1 Introduction
Human action Recognition from videos covers an active research area with many
useful applications such as sports video abstraction, fall detection, video surveil-
lance analysis, etc. Human action recognition is referred to, as action recognition
for simplicity in this chapter. The most commonly available type of videos is the
RGB video captured by various 2D cameras as found in surveillance and cell-phone
cameras. These monocular video sensors generally used in 2D video capture limits
the performance of human action recognition [89]. Action recognition using the 2D
videos has been extensively researched [90, 91] but it still faces challenges includ-
ing variations of human appearance and scales, background subtraction and varying
view points etc. Emerging 3D videos captured by low-cost depth cameras such as
Microsoft Kinect has added renewed interest in this still-active topic. In addition
to the RGB information, depth information provides better invariance regarding
variations of camera view points and human appearance. This chapter focuses on a
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specific area of 3D based action recognition, which extracts 3D skeleton-based key
poses for action recognition.
Together with high performance human pose estimation algorithm [92], 3D
videos could now provide real-time 3D human skeleton (also called 3D poses) in
the form of 3D coordinates of body joints. Videos with poses or skeletons as frames
are expected to bear purer motion and action information than RGB videos. For
example, Beintema and Lappe [93] found that patients with impaired image motion
perception were found to easily recognise actions presented in a sequence of skeletal
poses. This implies that the skeleton poses are able to represent most of the motion
information. This also supports a series of work on 2D/3D skeleton-based action
recognition [94].
Though depth cameras have brought in many benefits for improving the per-
formance of action recognition, the task still remains active because of unsolved old
challenges in action recognition and new challenges induced by the RGB-D cameras.
The depth information could be noisy and the estimated 3D poses based upon them
are also inaccurate especially in some scenes with occlusions and harsh illumina-
tions. Furthermore, humans perform actions with great variations. Even for the
same person, a single action could be performed with different styles and speeds.
These variations become more challenging across different persons. Extracting rep-
resentative and discriminative key poses from the videos attracts extensive interests
because of the redundant and coherent information among videos of different ac-
tions. Key poses capture components that are closely related to a certain action. In
addition, key poses are more robust to inaccurately estimated or missing poses and
the variations of styles and speeds of actions. In [95], individual static images of an
action video are found to be processed also by motion perception to extract motion
information, which is referred to as implied motion. Both [93] and [95] support the
key poses representation of action videos from biological point of view.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: In Section 5.2, literature regard-
ing pose-based action recognition is reviewed. We introduce proposed methods on
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extracting desirable key poses and mathematical formulation to achieve our expec-
tation in Section 5.3.
5.2 Keypose Based Action Recognition
In this section, the literature on extracting discriminative and representative key
poses from action videos is presented. The data is 2D/3D poses extracted from RGB
or RGB-D videos. The poses describe configurations of human segments and joints
with skeletons and silhouette as two common examples. We refer to the collection
of poses that describes one complete action also as a pose clip or an action clip.
Key pose extraction can be generally categorised into two methods according
to whether the temporal information is included into the extraction process. Some
early work on pose-based action recognition ignores the temporal information and
each frame in the action video is given similar temporal importance [96, 97]. A
set of key poses is extracted from pose clips regarding the same action and each
action is associated with one set of key poses using clustering methods such as K-
means clustering. These key poses are essentially representative bases of all the
frames from videos capturing a certain action. In [97], by ranking and using only
key poses with high ranks, frames in a unseen pose clip were assigned to key poses
and classified using majority voting based on representation errors. The work in [96]
further developed weights for each key pose so that unseen clips are classified using
weighted majority voting. This kind of classification model is simple and efficient
but hard to distinguish actions such as sitting down and standing up. The poses of
the two actions are almost the same except for the temporal orders.
Various methods have been studied to combine the temporal information into
3D skeleton based key-pose extraction. Histograms of 3D joints were used with hid-
den Markov model (HMM) to capture the spatial and temporal variations in order
for human action recognition [98]. Joints were binned in a modified spherical coor-
dinate system by a Gaussian weight function. The histogram of 3D joints formed
invariance of different viewpoints. With the depth information, viewpoint variations
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become less crucial in the recognition tasks. HMM was then used to capture the
temporal dynamics of the action videos and gave the classification results. Rather
than considering the joint or trajectories of joints like most literature, Ofli et al. [99]
focused on angles formed by two segments and the intersecting joints. By ranking
the variance of joint angles in local segments, a histogram was formed regarding
each action. Though the angular features are of clinical interest and claimed to be
invariant to scale and view variations, the performance is poor in MSR Action3D
while good performance was achieved in dataset using traditional motion capture
system. This shows that the estimated skeleton data using Kinect depth map is very
noisy. Recurrent neural network (RNN) has been applied on 3D skeleton data [100].
Five body parts were formed for each skeleton frame. The author proposed a hi-
erarchical structure of RNN and parts were combined gradually through layers to
form a whole-body level feature. This designed structure manually emphasised local
body parts rather than directly the whole human body. Chunyu el al. [94] proposed
activated simplices using action-snippet [90] as the input to learn temporal key
simplices. The frames in the new clip bears local temporal information. The most
frequent simplices are selected as the activated simplices for the action. This method
is a simplified version of the archetypal analysis, which simplifies the bases updating
stage to be the same as sparse representation by l2 normalisation of all the data to 1.
However, it lost the guarantees of the convex hulls to be the smallest hull covering
most samples. Although the action-snippet brings local temporal information to ac-
tivated simplices, the temporal orders of activated simplices, i.e. the global temporal
information, are ignored. An extension paper [101] based on activated simplices ex-
ploits the temporal relation between simplices. Statistical scores were calculated
and those scores of the unseen clips is analysed using sequential patterns analysis
method for temporal dependency of activated simplices. However, the improvement
of experimental results are marginal and limited compared to those reported in [94].
While the focus in this chapter is on 3D skeleton-based key poses, a review
of literature on approaches dealing with temporal relationship between general
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frames [102, 103] in 2D videos is also provided. Li. et al. [104] proposed the famous
MSR Action3D dataset captured by MS Kninet and performed action recognition
with this dataset using action graph [105] whose salient postures were characterised
by a bag-of-points (BOP) model. Each point in the BOP model was sampled from
contours of projected depth maps against three planes forming the 3D coordinate
system. Chaudhry [106] on the other hand segmented the joints into multiple clini-
cally meaningful parts. The segments between joints were sampled congruently for
each parts. This resulted in multiple temporal sequences and each sequence de-
scribes the temporal dynamics of a body parts. A linear dynamic system (LDS)
was trained to model the variations and metrics were developed to compare dis-
tance between each LDS. In [107], motion energy images (MEI) and motion history
images (MHI) were extracted from multiple frames to form temporal poses. Simple
K-means clustering was used to achieve successful key-pose extraction and human
action recognition. Niebles et al. [103] models the temporal structure of 2D videos
using latent support vector machine (Latent SVM) for activity recognition. Dis-
criminative segments were extracted around anchor points at multiple scales. The
anchor points are pre-defined temporal positions which penalties segments too far
away from the positions. It is subject to human knowledge to specify both the
number and positions of anchor points, which is objective and a potential factor
to influence the final performance. Raptis et al. [108] als used the latent SVM to
identify discriminative frames which form an ordinal set of key frames describing
certain actions in RGB videos with pooling feature map of poselets as features. The
frame-based feature vectors were used by a latent SVM model to train a classifier
for each action class and identify the discriminative key frames. Tang et al. [91]
employed the conditional variant of the variable-duration HMM to identify the im-
portant states and the lengths of the states within the RGB video. The latent SVM
was used to select the discriminative frames or segments with variable length as
the temporal structure of the video for action recognition. Compared to the work
in [103], authors here worked on frame-based features and concatenated multiple
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the skeleton model used by Microsoft Kinect (the
first generation). The model is presented with a subject facing the camera.
feature vectors into segments with the same length, i.e. there is only one scale here.
Compared to the standard HMM, the durations of the states are variable, which is
more suitable because an action state could spread over multiple groups of frames.
5.3 Proposed Algorithm
There is benefit in developing a model of extracting simultaneously representative
and discriminative key poses from clips of 3D skeletons for action recognition. Such
a model is proposed and described in this section. Recall that in the context of this
chapter, the data being considered are clips of 3D human skeleton frames. Each
frame in an instance consists of 3D locations of joints of a human body as contents.
In this model, each joint of a human skeleton is given a unique joint number and
we assume there are M joints for each frames given the same capture device and
skeleton estimation method. In Fig. 5.1, an example of 3D skeleton model extracted
with the first generation of Microsoft Kinect is shown. A total of 20 body joints
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have been extracted for each frame with the names and the unique number as shown
in Fig. 5.1. The 20 joints have been grouped to characterise five body parts which
are entirely or partially involved in most human actions. For simplicity, we refer to
the clips of such 3D skeletons comprising 3D coordinates of body joints as videos
or action instances. This section will introduce a new definition of key poses which
imposes representative capability to the discriminative framework in order to obtain
more robust key poses against variations of actions and video frame noise.
5.3.1 Definition of Ordinal Key Poses
Recall that our aim is to extract a set of ordinal key poses for each action. The
set of ordinal key poses include poses with spatial information about body joints
and the timing and order of such poses, which are both important in identifying a
certain action. The ordinal key poses are expected to semantically describe a given
action. Different actions will be represented by different sets of ordinal key poses
which describe the temporal order of performing the actions. It is conceivable that
similar poses will be presented in multiple actions albeit with different temporal
relationship with other posses of the corresponding actions.
In contrast to previous work where the estimated key poses are related to a
specific human pose which describes configurations of human bodies at one time
instant, in our model, the term “key pose” is not directly related to a specific
posture of the human body, but a semantic object which characterises the possible
appearance of a conceptual pose in a temporal stage of the action. For example,
consider an action of waving the left hand, one compulsory key pose for this action is
a standing-still human body with raised left hand leaning to the left or right. This
semantic description of a pose includes many variations such as different heights
and leaning angles of the raised hand. The ordinal key poses of an action in our
model are ordered conceptual poses following certain properties. The properties of
the extracted key poses include:
P1 The set of ordinal key poses of an action are unique to this action in terms of
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both the poses and orders of these poses.
P2 Key poses are ordinal and temporally discrete in order to handle missing or
noisy data, variations of action speeds and styles.
P3 The discriminative parts of poses generally reside in local areas. Because
of occlusions, noises and pose estimation errors, mining spatially localised
information of a human pose benefits the task of human action recognition [89].
In a video instance of an action, we are able to find a group of frames with each
frame corresponding to one of the action’s key poses and these frames are referred
to as key frames which, compared to key poses, describe specific human poses that
really appears in videos. Each key frame is an observation or implementation of the
corresponding key pose. The observations of the same key pose in different action
instances by different performers or different trials by the same performer are not
very often similar to each other due to personal styles and variations of this action.
As mentioned above in the literature review, the variations in styles and speeds
cause challenges for action recognition algorithms. Modelling these variations with
the new definition of key poses is hypothesised to help improve the performance of
these algorithms.
Based on the assumptions that actions can be well distinguished by different sets
of ordinal key poses, an unseen video is classified as one of the known action classes
according to the mapping between the observed key frames and a set of key poses.
Thus, each key pose of an action in our model will include one classifier to identify
key frames from video instances, a weight map emphasising discriminative body
parts regarding this action and a set of representative bases to account for noises,
deformations and variations of speeds and styles in video instances. This definition
of the ordinal key poses allows robustness against variations of action’s styles because
the key poses are not bound to a single instant but a conceptual description involving
a temporal interval, which covers more action variations. Next, the formulation of
the model developed to accomplish the above-mentioned intuition is presented.
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5.3.2 Modelling the Ordinal Key Pose
Let Y = [y1, . . . ,yN ] be a set of N video instances regarding human actions and
one action a consists of Na video instances. Each element yj is a matrix which
represents a video instance and includes all frames from the jth video instance as
matrix columns. The key poses are extracted on an action-by-action basis and each
action will have its own sets of key poses. The problem of extracting desired ordinal
key poses to model human actions is divided into the following two parts, i.e. the
representative and discriminative parts. Representative methods and discriminative
methods are combined together following the general principle in sparse represen-
tation based classification [13]. In this section, we combine the support vector
machine (SVM) with a special class of sparse representation, the archetype analysis,
to achieve discriminative yet representative framework of key pose extraction.
Identifying Key Frames in Videos with Discriminative Methods
As mentioned above, key frames are observations of corresponding key poses and
modelling a certain action includes the ability to identify key frames from all frames
in a video instance. Let αa = [αa1, . . . , α
a
K ] denote the set of detectors to seek key
frames and each detector, essentially a linear classifier, is dedicated to one of the K
key poses of the action a. The matrix αa includes each classifier αai as one column.
Each linear classifier performs a simple binary classification to judge whether a frame
best fit the key pose to which this classifier is dedicated. The classifiers in α will also
provide scores for the identified set of key frames as the likelihood or confidence of
the set of key frames. Identifying key frames, i.e. matching general frames with key
poses, with classifiers introduces the general benefits from discriminative methods.
For one action instance, K key frames with frame indices denoted by kj =
[k1j , . . . , k
K
j ] will be identified as observations of the K key poses in the action in-
stance yj. The value of k
i
j represents the index of the i
th key frame in yj. Because of
the ordinal nature of key frames inherited from corresponding key poses, elements
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in kj have to follow the relationship that
k1j < k
2
j < . . . < k
K
j . (5.1)
Also note that the numbers of key poses for actions are not necessarily the same. A
complicated or long action should have more key poses while simple ones may have
fewer key poses. For simplicity of presentation of the formulation, here we use the
same number K for each action class but our algorithm is capable to handle action
classes with different numbers of key poses.
Modelling Variations of Key Poses with Representation Methods
In order to capture variations regarding the same action, each key pose of an action
is also expected to capture normal and major variations of this pose. Instead of
directly extracting a specific human posture as the key pose, we learn a convex
hull covering the frequent and closely related key frames related to this key pose by
making the assumption that major variations around a key pose can be faithfully
and concretely covered by a convex hull. The key frames to be covered by the convex
hull are at similar temporal positions with similar appearance and are conceptually
corresponding to the same key pose of an action. From the representative point of
view, each key pose is represented and described by a convex hull.
Let us assume that one class of action instances is covered by a set of such convex
hulls denoted as Ha = [ha1, . . . ,h
a
K ] with each of H
a corresponding to one key pose
of the action a. The element hai in H
a is a matrix and includes the archetypes of
the convex hull as columns. Archetypes are extremes on the border of the convex
hull, i.e. points displaced the most from the centre of the hull, which essentially
characterises the shape of the convex hull [1]. The number of archetypes in each hai
is predefined in the proposed model and does not necessarily remains the same for
every key pose. The mean of archetypes in hai can be understood as an averaged
symbol of the ith key pose of action a and each archetype is regarded as a major
variation of this key pose because archetypes are displaced the most from the mean
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along a certain direction.
The convex hulls shaped by the set of archetypes in hai are referred to as a
posehull. As defined above, a key frame from a video instance is an observation
of a key pose and thus it is supposed to be a member of the posehull as well. We
aim to find archetypes which form a group of posehulls covering as many of those
related key frames around key poses. Statistically, the archetypes are samples with
the largest variance in a set. The convex hull only includes the archetypes and the
convex combinations of these archetypes.
5.3.3 Ordinal Key Pose based Action Recognition
The above-mentioned aspects of the problem are included in the latent support
vector machine (latent SVM) framework to be solved all together [109, 110]. Let
ωa denote the parameters of the classifier here and ωa is a column vector which
concatenates αa1, . . . , α
a
K , β
a and ba. The new scaler ba is the bias of ωa in the
classifier and βa = [βa1 , . . . , β
a
K ] is a column vector which includes weights in the
classifier for each of the key posehulls of action a in order to handle the relative
importance among the posehulls. The key frames {kj}Kj=1 forms the set of latent
variables in the proposed model. We from now on, refer to a key pose of action a
as the model pai (ω
a,Ha) and the set of key poses as pa = {pa1, . . . , paK}. Given an
unseen video yj and the trained model {pa, ∀ a}, we aim to classify this video as
the action whose key poses are observed in this test. This process is written as,




where a∗ and k∗j are the class label for yj and the selected key frames as observations
of key poses for class a∗. The function G in Eq. (5.2) hence identifies instances of
the action a.
The scoring function G is designed as a scoring function that assesses the re-
lationship between key frames and key poses from both discriminative and repre-
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sentative perspectives. Furthermore, it is a composite of two scoring functions that
account respectively for the representative and discriminative parts of the proposed
model. Suppose a video clip yj is assessed as action class a with key poses p
a. A
larger value of f1 indicates a better matching between each key pose of the action
class a and selected key frames of the video yj from the discriminative perspective,
which also implies a better matching of yj with the action class a. The selected






αai · yj(kij), (5.3)
where kij the index of the i
th key frame for the action a in yj with the key frame
represented as yj(k
i
j). In this chapter, yj(k
i
j) is directly referred to as the i
th key
frame or simply a key frame.
The scoring function f2 measures the matching of selected key frames to key
poses of action a from the representative perspective. Larger values of f2 indicates
a better fitting of key poses to the video and thus a strong tie between the instance
and the action class. Noisy frames may confuse the key frame detectors in α but will
cause poor values regarding f2 because they are unlikely to lie in or close to a properly
constructed convex hull based on the above-mentioned definition of posehulls. Both
the selection of key frames and decision regarding action class will benefit from this






βai · yj(kij)fch[yj(kij),hai ], (5.4)






i ) = h
a
i · x(i,j). (5.5)
The function fch projects the key frame yj(k
i
j) to the convex hull spanned by
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archetypes in hai of the i
th key pose, where
x(i,j) = arg min
x(i,j)
‖yj(kij)− hajx(i,j)‖22 (5.6)
s. t. ‖x(i,j)‖1 = 1, x(i,j) /∈ R−.
In Eq. (5.6), elements in x(i,j) are non-negative. The vector x(i,j) is generally referred
to as the code of the convex combination of archetypes in hi for a given key frame
of yj, or simply a code of this encoding process.
Combining Eq. (5.3) and Eq. (5.4), a comprehensive function considering both
discriminative and representative aspects can be written as,
G(ωa,kaj ,H
a; yj) = f1 + λf2, (5.7)
where the parameter λ here controls the relative importance between scores based
on key frames and key posehulls respectively.
5.3.4 Learning the Proposed Model
Latent variables need to be obtained prior to optimising these parameters in ω. We
assume all other variables are given when solving for one particular variable. The
key frame detectors ωa and Ha will be fixed when updating ka, the indices of key
frame. After the indices are updated, Ha and ωa are then updated according to the
updated indices sequentially.
The problem of finding the key frames as observations of key poses essentially
amounts to searching the best matching of a sequence of frames with the sequence of
key poses. We treat the key poses as hidden states in a graph model with sequential
connections and no connections to themselves since we are seeking key frames rather
than labelling each frame. We are seeking for a set of ordinal frames kj from the
video that best matches the ordinal key poses of action A. Let f ∗1 and f
∗
2 denote
the matching score between the ith key pose and the lth frame in yj and they can
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be written as,
f ∗1 (i, l) = 〈αai ,yj(l)〉, (5.8)









1 (i, l) + λf
∗
2 (i, l). (5.10)
We aim to seek a sequence of frames under the ordinal constraint {k1j < k2j · · · < kKj }
of key frames so that the addition of gi,kij is maximised, i.e. G in Eq. (5.7) is
maximised.
The proposed graph model as shown in Fig. 5.2 is similar to that in [111] with
video frames as observation sequence and key poses as hidden nodes but with a
different problem to solve as mentioned above. The Viterbi searching method [112]
from dynamic programming (DP) which is modified to solve our problem with a toy
example is described in Fig. 5.2. The Viterbi search algorithm has been modified
for the present formulation based on the following observations. For a given video
instant, the early poses (i.e. corresponding to beginning of an action) will most
likely be found in the early frames. Also, the late poses (i.e. corresponding to later
part of an action) will most likely be found in the late frames. In general, we allow
violations of the ordinal constraints in small local areas while keeping the global
sequence in order. The proposed searching algorithm is presented in Alg. 1.
The original Viterbi searching algorithm in [111] seeks the Viterbi path across
all the frames. The path score is obtained by summing nodes along the path. At
each frame, the nodes connected to the end node of the Viterbi path are considered
as candidate nodes and the node maximising the path score is added to the path.
However, the actual video samples may suffer missing frames, noisy poses with
estimation errors or occluded parts. This could cause a starting pose to be matched
to a late frame, which may skip frames best matching subsequent poses. The whole
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Algorithm 1: Matching Frames to Key Poses
Input: the grid of {gi,l| ∀ i, l} for the video yj and key pose pa, size Wt for
the searching window, weights set Sa of joints for K key poses
Output: the sequence of indices of key frames k = {k1, . . . , kK}
W ← [1,Wt];
gpath ← 0;
k1 ← arg maxl g1,l, ∀ l ∈W ;
for i← 1 to K − 1 do
k′ ← arg maxl gi+1,l, ∀ l ∈ [ki + 1, ki + Wt];
k∗ ← arg maxl gi+1,l,∀ l ∈W ;
if gpath + g(i, k






W ← [ki + 1, ki +Wt];
gpath ← gpath + g(i, ki);
end
end
process can end up with a poor value of G while a better path is missed. Further-
more, because we only use a small number of key poses, an instance may have no
match of certain key poses. In such cases, a very poor match of one pose could dis-
turb all subsequent key poses and it is also necessary to skip those poorly matched
pose.
In order to handle these issues, instead of considering a single frame at a time,
we prefer a window of frames. We denote the number of frames in the window as Wt.
Each frame with the following Wt−1 frames form a window shown in Fig. 5.2. Extra
connections in the graph model are added to allow skipping at most one key poses
shown as the green connections in Fig. 5.2. We consider the matching of frames to
two adjacent poses at a time. Two candidate paths are considered here, namely the
path through both key poses and the path skip the first pose. The candidate path
with a larger score is selected. The index of the matched frames for the skipped
key pose is set to 0. This not only gives our searching algorithm the ability to skip
noisy and action-unrelated frames but also helps to avoid incorrect matching with
frames.
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Figure 5.2: Graphical Model of the Video Instant and Viterbi Searching. An
example of matching a graph model with 3 hidden nodes to 5 frames is shown
here. Key poses presents as p1 to p3 and connections with the underlying obser-
vation nodes which here are video frames are emitted for a simple looking. By
backtracking along the selected path, the key frames are obtained and marked as
red in the figure, i.e. the key frames are frames at t2, t4 and t5.























j) contains scores of G in Eq. (5.7) contributed by each of the M joints
of the key frame kij for action instant yj.






s. t. ‖x(i,j)‖1 = 1, x(i,j) /∈ R−,
where we alternatively optimise between x(i,j) and h
a
j . Note that, the solved x(i,j) is
used directly as the solution in Eq. (5.6) in many cases. The obtained hai is expected
to cover all the major styles of the ith key pose. The convex combinations of the
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major style variations of an action further handles variations and errors in action
instances.
With all the latent variable, our goal are to seek classifiers in ωa for a certain









s.t. ∀j : lj〈ωa, G(kaj ,Ha;ωa,yj)〉 ≥ 1− ξj, ξj > 0,
where we recall that ωa = [αa1, . . . , α
a
K , β
a, b] and G(kaj ,H
a;ωa,yj) uses ω
a as a
knowledge variable. To solve the problem described in (5.13), we alternately solve
for ωa and G(kaj ,H
a;ωa,yj) [109].
5.4 Experimental Design and Results
In this section, we apply the proposed algorithm of ordinal key pose based action
recognition (OKAR) on segmented skeleton instances consisting of isolated action
samples. Two datasets of skeleton data have been used in this chapter to validate our
proposed method with all the human skeletons extracted from RGB-Depth videos
captured by Microsoft Kinect (the first generation, referred to as V1 subsequently).
We also compare the proposed methods with a few related methods on ex-
tracting key pose or discriminative atoms to perform action recognition on skeleton
data [113, 17] together with general action recognition algorithms [114, 89, 115].
The general methods of applying key pose related action recognition employs the
temporal pyramid pooling which is a temporal variant of the spatial pyramid pool-
ing [35] (the scheme is shown in Fig. 5.3). Codebooks or dictionaries are firstly
trained using the training skeleton data or feature extracted from them. Features
of test frames are then encoded using the codebook or dictionary. Entire frame-
based features of the video instance are assigned into multiple bins evenly. Features
within the same bin are pooled along words or atoms as shown in Fig. 5.4 where
a certain pooling operation will be applied to combine coefficients along the blue
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Figure 5.3: Temporal Pyramid Pooling based Temporal Feature Extraction.
lines (downward arrows). The pooling operation is the maximum pooling in our
experiment which is generally used in literature. Multiple partition strategies with
different number of bins are applied on the video instance. An action-level feature





Atom 1 Atom 2 Atom k
Figure 5.4: Illustration of pooling operation.
During the training process of the proposed method, the skeletons in video
frames are normalised against the hip centre joint by subtracting the coordinates of
the hip centre. We used the LIBSVM package [78] to train the key frame detector
and the methods proposed in [33] to solve the archetypal analysis problem associated
with each key pose. At each iteration of the latent SVM framework, the normal
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SVM classifier were finely tuned regarding the control parameter of soft margins
from 2−10 to 210 before the archetypal analysis is updated to handle variations of
this key pose. The archetypal analysis require special initialisation of archetypes for
a better performance and convergence.
For the sake of consistency and stability of the estimated archetypes, a pool of
frames, denoted by Kaj for the ith key pose of action a, is maintained for each key
pose. The algorithm of archetypal analysis will be solved with the aim of covering
the variations inside the pool. In each relabelling session, the chosen key frames of
a key pose from multiple training instances will be added to the pool along with the
current archetypes of the key pose. After the new set of archetypes is estimated,
each frame in the pool is multiplied by a decay factor, in this experimental context,
0.99, which can be written as,
(Kai )new = [(Kai )now ∪ {hai } ∪ {ka(·j)}j∈Ya ] · 0.99 (5.14)
This moving average process reduces the effects of earlier added frames gradually.
A frame is removed from K, in our method, after the weight reduces below 0.5. The
pool of potential frames eases the fluctuations of learned archetypes of key poses.
The window size of the Viterbi search algorithm is set to 10 frames for both datasets
because the sampling frequency is 30Hz and a 10 frame window represents a 0.33
seconds gap, which is considered enough to identify a single key pose.
5.4.1 MSRC-12 Gesture Dataset
The gesture dataset named MSRC-12 [116] records human motion with 3D skeleton
model. A total of 30 subjects have been involved in the recording process to perform
12 gestures. Every subject was required to perform each gesture multiple times in an
experimental room, which resulted in 549 video sequences captured by the Microsoft
Kinect at 30Hz with an accuracy of 10cm. Each sequence records a single gesture
repeated by the same subject for multiple times. We refer to one repetition of a
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gesture by a subject as an instance. The MSRC-12 data in total includes 6244
instances for all 12 gestures, which has been categorised into two types as shown in
Tab. 5.1.
Table 5.1: Specifications of twelve gestures from two groups in the MSRC-12
dataset
Metaphoric Gestures No. Instances Iconic Gestures No. Instances
Lift outstretched arms 508 Crouch 500
Push right 522 Googles 508
Wind it up 649 Shoot 511
Bow 507 Throw 515
Had enough 508 Change weapon 498
Beat both 516 Kick 502
In order to apply the proposed method on MSRC-12, each video sequence need
to be manually segmented into individual action repetitions. Through the segmen-
tation, we obtained 6, 244 instances recording only one action repetition (i.e. one
action instance). During the segmentation, the delimitation point of two consecu-
tive repetitions is chosen as the midpoint of the transition frames which referred to
those frames between the termination of preceding instance and the initialisation of
the subsequent instance. No frames were removed during the segmentation, which
is different from some comparison algorithms such as [115] where only frames with
useful motion information were retained.
The action recognition is performed on the 6, 244 segmented instances. The seg-
mented instances of MSRC-12 have been split into training and testing groups. We
randomly selected 15 subjects for training and the remaining 15 as testing subjects.
The cross-subject principle, where all instances performed by the same subject will
together be assigned to either training or testing, has been employed for fair evalu-
ation of the performance. We detected 3 key frames for each action instances and
associated 5 archetypes with each key pose. This results in a total of 36 classifiers
and 180 archetypes trained for 12 action classes. In training the set of latent SVM
classifier for a certain action a, after identifying the key frames in the positive in-
stances as positive training samples for related key frame detectors, we include all
















































































































































































Figure 5.5: The confusion matrix for MSRC-12 Gesture Dataset.
matched key frames in negative video instances in the classifier updating as negative
sample because of the small sizes of 3D skeleton features. The experimental results
are reported in Tab. 5.2 where the proposed methods outperforms other methods.
The confusion matrix of the demonstrated results is shown in Fig. 5.5. The clas-






sification rates associated with individual actions are of small variance around 0.9
compared to previous literature [113]. The model is not biased toward excellent
performance in some classes but poor recognition rates in others. The learned pose-
hulls for each key pose through archetypal analysis are shown in Fig. 5.6. Each
posehull is expected to cover variations associated with a certain key pose. As
shown in Fig. 5.6, the action “Lift outstretched arms” is characterised by the three
posehulls from the representative point of view. Though there are some overlapped
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.6: Learned posehulls for the action “Lift outstretched arms”. The
figure (a), (b) and (c) follows the order of the ordinal key poses. The mean of all
archetypes of a certain key pose, i.e. the symbol of this posehull, is put in the
centre with corresponding archetypes surrounding it.
archetypes among the posehulls, the posehulls are temporally bounded and can only
be activated sequentially, which makes the similar archetypes at different temporal
position possess different meanings. The identified key frames are of high similarity
with the symbols of the posehulls. By viewing the key frames, semantic information
can easily be extracted by a human. The key frames demonstrate the major points
of the action “Lift outstretched arms” as outstretched arms, bended arms at the
elbow and raised arms over head.
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KeyFrame 1: Frame 145 KeyFrame 2: Frame 148 KeyFrame 3: Frame 167
Figure 5.7: Identified key frames in an instance of the action “Lift outstretched
arms”.
5.4.2 MSR DailyActivity3D Dataset
The MSRDailyActivity3D data set [89] recorded 16 daily activities in living room
with a Microsoft Kinect (V1) and both RGB and depth videos were retained. The
16 activities includes drink, eat, read book, call cellphone, write on a paper, use lap-
top, use vacuum cleaner, cheer up, sit still, toss paper, play game, lay down on sofa,
walk, play guitar, stand up, sit down. Ten subjects were required to perform the 16
activities in front of a sofa and every action was repeated twice with one in sitting
position and one in standing position, which yields a total of 320 activity instances.
The extracted 3D skeletons by the tracker are fairly noisy due to the sofa in the
scene behind the performer and interactions between performers and objects such
as cups in the activity of drinking, which makes this dataset more challenging with
few algorithms demonstrating outstanding performance.
The experimental configuration for this dataset exactly follows that in MSRC-12
gesture dataset except for a few changes in parameters. Due to the small number
of available instances, we reduced the number of archetypes of key poses from 5 to
3 per key pose while keeping other parameters intact. The dataset was divided into
training and testing groups and subjects with odd ID were assigned to the training
group while those with even ID in testing group. The experimental results are shown
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in Tab. 5.3 The highest classification rate is achieved by Ationlet proposed in [89]
Table 5.3: Experimental results for MSRDailyActivity3D
Methods Acc. (%) Data Type
Actionlet [89] 68 Skeletons
KPM [101] 83.47 Skeletons
OKAR (proposed) 85 Skeletons
Actionlet [89] 85.75 Skeletons&depth
with both skeleton and depth data. The depth maps captured by Kinect are more
robust comparing to the skeleton data. In algorithms using only skeletons data in
recognising actions in isolated instances, the proposed algorithm outperform other
methods by a thin margin.
5.4.3 MSR Action 3D Dataset
The MSR Action 3D dataset [104] includes sequences of depth images also captured
by Kinect (V1). Ten subjects repeated twenty actions for 3 times and captured at
a frame rate of 15 frames per second, which yielded a total of 567 instances and
2, 3797 depth frames. The real time skeleton tracking algorithm [92] was applied on
the depth images to extract 20 body joints from each depth image to form skeleton
video instances. Because of the removal of 23 instances with all zero element, a total
of 544 instances was used in the experiment.
The twenty action in this dataset includes high arm wave, horizontal arm wave,
hammer, hand catch, forward punch, high throw, draw x, draw tick, draw circle,
hand clap, two hand wave, side-boxing, bend, forward kick, side kick, jogging, tennis
swing, tennis serve, golf swing, pick up&throw. The subjects were captured in a
controlled environment with clear instructions on subjects with each action and no
interactions between objects and performers, which largely improved the quality of
the depth images and hence better skeleton data based on the depth images. The
major challenges are the high similarity of instances from different action classes
such as the high similarity of the draw X and draw tick actions.
With similar experimental settings as for the MSR DailyActivity3D dataset, the
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experimental results are shown in Tab. 5.4. The proposed method is better than







most previous methods except for KPM [101]. We have noted that there is certain
degree of over-fitting of the proposed model to the training data set as the training
classification rate quickly reached one because the small number of frames for each
instance in the data (generally around 50 frames per video instance).
5.5 Discussion
In this chapter, the latent SVM was used to combine both representative and dis-
criminative power in identifying key poses and corresponding key frames for action
recognition in 3D skeleton videos. The selective representation by archetype analysis
has been added to the latent SVM to handle the temporal structure of action videos
for robustness. The extracted key poses play an important role in the promising
rates of action recognition and can be applied in many other applications such as
the abstraction of videos.
The proposed Viterbi Search based method to identify key frames is extendible
to process unsegmented action sequence which consists of multiple action instances
by modifying the graph model shown in Fig. 5.2. The linear classifiers as key frame
detectors in the latent SVM can also be extended with kernel tricks to search in
higher dimensional domain for appropriate hyperplanes. In the current formulation,
the archetype analysis has been designed to only represent variations associated with
one certain key pose. No discriminative constraints have been enforced to make the
learned archetypes of a key pose:
• incoherent to each other within the same posehull which can increase the
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coverage of the learning posehull;
• different from sets of archetypes for other key poses within the same action so
that the action could be more comprehensively represented;
• unrelated to posehulls of key poses of other action to further improve the
discrimination the proposed model.
The incoherence constraint in [16] and the Fisher’s discrimination law used by [14]
can be adopted to improve the archetypal analysis.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, some challenges in pathological gait detection, image classification, 3D
based action recognition using extracted key poses have been addressed with sparse
representation. The specific proposals and contributions in each aspect include:
• A interpretable framework to process gait signals and identify pathological
gait cycles. The proposed framework detects pathological gait signals based
on pre-learned prototype atoms which could be interpreted by clinicians. Mul-
tiple dictionary learning algorithms for sparse representation have been applied
to construct meaningful atoms. The experiment on detecting Parkinson’s dis-
ease among healthy subjects and subjects with other diseases generating gait-
related symptoms have demonstrated promising results.
• A dictionary learning algorithm which separates representative and discrim-
inative information in data. The dictionary learning algorithm employs un-
supervised sparse coding with patterns introduced in the sparse codes. The
similarity among class-specific dictionaries are reduced by separating the rep-
resentative components and enforcing representation disparity. Experiment
was conducted on various tasks including gender classification, face recogni-
tion and hand-written digits classification with better results except for the
hand-written digits classification. The challenges in this dataset are not re-
lated to separating commonality in data which is one of the key contributions
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in the proposed work.
• A temporal model to extract key poses from 3D skeleton videos for action
recognition in isolated action instances. By defining a conceptual key pose
comprising both discriminative and representative constraints, the support
vector machine (SVM) and archetypal analysis have been combined together
through a latent approach to identify key frames in video instances and learn
posehull covering pose variations.
The support vector machine (SVM) is the principal method employed in this
thesis to introduce discriminative power into sparse representation. Kernel tricks
could be exploited in the future to further strengthen sparse representation for
classification by mapping the data into high-dimensional spaces. The archetypal
analysis, a special edition of sparse representation, could also be enhanced by the
many discriminative criteria which have already achieved great performance.
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